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 The neuromodulator dopamine is known to influence both immediate and future behavior, 

motivating and invigorating an animal’s ongoing movement but also serving as a reinforcement 

signal to instruct learning. Yet it remains unclear whether this dual role of dopamine involves the 

same dopaminergic pathways. Although reward-responsive dopaminergic neurons display 

movement-related activity, debate continues as to what features of an individual’s experience these 

motor-correlates correspond and how they influence concurrent behavior. 

 The mushroom body, a prominent neuropil in the brain of the fruit fly Drosophila 

melanogaster, is richly innervated by dopaminergic neurons that play an essential role in the 

formation of olfactory associations. While dopaminergic neurons respond to reward and 

punishment to drive associative learning, they have also been implicated in a number of adaptive 

behaviors and their activity correlates with the behavioral state of an animal and its coarse motor 

actions. Here, we take advantage of the concise circuit architecture of the Drosophila mushroom 

body to investigate the nature of motor-related signals in dopaminergic neurons that drive 

associative learning. In vivo functional imaging during naturalistic tethered locomotion reveals 



  
        

that the activity of different subsets of mushroom body dopaminergic neurons reflects distinct 

aspects of movement.  To gain insight into what facets of an animal’s experience are represented 

by these movement-related signals, we employed a closed loop virtual reality paradigm to monitor 

neural activity as animals track an olfactory stimulus and are actively engaged in a goal-directed 

and sensory-motivated behavior. We discover that odor responses in dopaminergic neurons 

correlate with the extent to which an animal tracks upwind towards the fictive odor source. In 

different experimental contexts where distinct motor actions were required to track the odor, 

dopaminergic neurons become emergently linked to the behavioral metric most relevant for 

effective olfactory navigation. Subsets of dopaminergic neurons were correlated with the strength 

of upwind tracking regardless of the identity of the odor and remained so even after the satiety 

state of an animal was altered. We proceed to demonstrate that transient inhibition of dopaminergic 

neurons that are positively correlated with upwind tracking significantly diminishes the normal 

approach responses to an appetitive olfactory cue. Accordingly, activation of those same 

dopaminergic neurons enhances approach to an odor and even drives upwind tracking in clean air 

alone. 

 Together, these results reveal that the same dopaminergic pathways that convey 

reinforcements to instruct learning also carry representations of an animal’s moment-by-moment 

movements and actively influence behavior. The complex activity patterns of mushroom body 

dopaminergic neurons therefore represent neither purely sensory nor motor variables but rather 

reflect the goal or motivation underlying an animal’s movements. Our data suggest a fundamental 

coupling between reinforcement signals and motivation-related locomotor representations within 

dopaminergic circuitry, drawing a  striking parallel between the mushroom body dopaminergic 

neurons described here and the emerging understanding of mammalian dopaminergic pathways. 



  
        

The apparent conservation in dopaminergic neuromodulatory networks between mammals and 

insects suggests a shared logic for how neural circuits assign meaning to both sensory stimuli and 

motor actions to generate flexible and adaptive behavior. 
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Chapter 1 

 

 

Introduction 

 

 

1.1 Neuromodulation Produces Flexible Neural Circuits  

  

 The Spanish neuroscientist and father of neuroanatomy Santiago Ramón y Cajal claimed 

that the structure of the brain was a reflection of the universe1. Indeed, the brain is charged with 

the monumental task of faithfully representing the diverse and intricate features of the physical 

world while simultaneously transmitting specific instructions to the body to exert precise control 

over the individual’s actions. All of our perceptions of the universe and all of our interaction with 

it occur through neurons. As Cajal noted, the brain’s structure, its connectivity and anatomy, was 

believed to dictate how information was relayed into, within, and from it and was therefore 
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considered its fundamental property and the key to understanding its operation2,3. There is no doubt 

that anatomy is an integral element of the central nervous system. Multiple aspects of the 

environment and complex motor commands are translated into the frequency of action potential 

firing and patterns of neural activity, the interpretation of which is dictated by the connective 

organization of sensory and motor circuits4–7. Likewise, higher order neural and cognitive 

processes, such as memory, language, and attention, have been localized to discrete neuropils and 

regions within the brain, underscoring the importance of having functionally specific circuits 

playing dedicated roles4,5,8–15. The physical organization of the brain and the specific connections 

between neurons – the connectome – provides the form within which neural circuits function and 

proscribes their activity. The connectome need not be static and certain neural processes can be 

attributed to changes in anatomic connectivity between neurons. Synaptogenesis is thought to 

underlie certain forms of learning16–18 and synaptic pruning is vital for proper development19,20. In 

addition, cyclic behaviors, such as sleep, are accompanied by changes in the physical structure of 

the underlying neural pathways21. 

 

 Even a dynamic connectome, however, cannot account for the brain’s remarkable ability 

to flexibly adapt to meet the myriad and immediate needs of an animal22–24. Identical stimuli can 

generate profoundly different behavioral responses in a hungry individual compared to a sated 

one25–32. Within seconds of the sight of a predator or the whiff of a potential mate or reproductive 

rival there are alterations in how sensory stimuli are represented and how motor commands are 

relayed to peripheral pathways33–41. A saccade immediately shifts the flow of information through 

the retina42,43. Developing a separate and discrete circuit for every possible contingency or 

constructing new circuits as needed would be slow, require tremendous energy, and ultimately be 
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unwieldy and impractical (if not impossible). It has become increasingly clear, then, that the 

intricate wiring of neural circuits do not necessarily dictate their functional activity. Studies of the 

most basic nervous systems, like that of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, a model organism 

with a completely mapped connectome, or even simple circuits, like the stomatogastric ganglion 

of the crab Cancer borealis, reveal that only subsets of interconnected neurons become active in 

response to a sensory cue, during a movements, or while performing a task22,23,44–46. While 

anatomic connectivity may constrain the limits of neural systems, their functional connectivity is 

arguably more important and integral to understanding their physiological operation. Neural 

circuits must be able to adapt and the proper functioning of the nervous system depends on the 

ability of circuits to flexibly modulate their activity such that their properties can be emergently 

defined by the individual’s experience, context, immediate requirements, and long-term needs.  

 

 The functional properties of neural circuits are defined, modified, and made flexible by the 

activity of a class of molecules known as neuromodulators. Unlike classical neurotransmitters, 

such as glutamate or GABA, that rapidly alter the voltage across a cell membrane, 

neuromodulators, such as serotonin, dopamine, and norepinephrine, cause diverse effects on the 

excitability and functionality of their post-synaptic targets4,22,23,47. Internal states, such as sleeping, 

fighting or flight, mating/reproduction, aggression, hunger, attention, stress, or strong emotions 

are made manifest by the activity of neuromodulators48–62. By reconfiguring the activity of neural 

pathways, these signaling molecules allow animals to adapt to a dynamic and rapidly shifting 

environment and modify behavior to meet an internal need or perform a desired task22–24. The 

changes wrought by neuromodulators can be rapid, but also have the potential to be long-lasting, 

creating alterations in circuit function that can last a lifetime. This ability to drive synaptic 
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plasticity has therefore made neuromodulators a key component of the neural pathways that 

underlie learning and memory, enabling experience to influence future behavior63–67.    

 

 The importance of neuromodulators to normal neurophysiology is evident in the diseases 

that arise from perturbations to their activity. An inability to effectively control internal state due 

to impaired neuromodulation is the hallmark of a number of psychiatric disorders, including 

obsessive compulsive disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, attention deficit hyperactivity 

disorder, bipolar disorder, depression, and schizophrenia68–72. Interestingly, even more mundane 

processes such as locomotion, require flexible circuit adaptation and defective neuromodulation 

can also lead to movement deficits such as those observed in Parkinson’s disease73.  Animal 

behavior that unfolds over multiple timescales, from milliseconds to years, depends on the 

flexibility of neural circuits that is made possible by neuromodulators.  

 

 

1.2  The Complexity and Multifunctionality of Neuromodulatory Pathways 

 

 Given their vital role in controlling the activity of neural circuits, neuromodulators have 

been the subject of intense and focused study and great progress has been made in understanding 

how molecules like serotonin, dopamine, or norepinephrine reconfigure the functional properties 

of downstream pathways to ultimately produce adaptive behaviors22–24,47,74–76. Less well 

understood, however, are neuromodulatory circuits themselves. Within a specific experimental 

paradigm and from the perspective of an isolated circuit, it is often possible to infer what 

information is conveyed by a neuromodulatory pathway. During reinforcement learning in 
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primates and rodents, for instance, dopaminergic activity strongly correlates with reward and this 

signal is believed to change the functional connectivity of a circuit to produce novel behaviors66,77. 

Similarly, in the gill and siphon withdrawal reflex of Aplysia, serotonin release likely represents 

the punitive electric shock that indicates an aversive context and triggers defensive actions78–81. 

Norepinephrine is almost certainly signaling wakefulness and arousal as animals transition into 

and out of sleep50,53,82. These neuromodulatory networks, however, exhibit ongoing activity that 

contains multiple different sensory, motor, and task-related correlates52,65,83–90. The relationship 

between these signals and specific cognitive variables or features of an animal’s experience is 

unknown and their contribution to an animal’s behavior is poorly understood. Answering these 

questions is crucial to gaining a coherent understanding of how neuromodulatory networks operate 

coordinately to produce adaptive and flexible behavior.  

 

 The complexity and multifunctionality of neuromodulatory pathways is nowhere better 

illustrated than in the case of the ubiquitous neuromodulator dopamine. 

 

 

1.3  Dopaminergic Signaling is Implicated in a Diverse Array of Different 

 Neural Processes and Pathophysiologies  

 

 In 1817 James Parkinson first described the constellation of motor deficits that would 

eventually become the hallmark of the movement disorder that now bears his name91. It was not 

until the 1960s, however, that depletion of the neuromodulator dopamine was identified as the 

causative pathology in Parkinson’s disease73,92–99. Since that discovery, perturbations in 
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dopaminergic signaling have been implicated in a wide array of seemingly distinct neural 

processes and pathophysiologies beyond movement, including learning and memory100–104, sleep 

and circadian rhythms105, habit formation and drug addiction106–108, schizophrenia109–111, attention 

deficit hyperactivity disorder112, and depression113. The multiple distinct functions ascribed to 

dopamine contrast with the extremely small number of dopaminergic neurons in the mammalian 

central nervous system: dopamine is expressed in less than .0005% of neurons in the human brain, 

all of whose cell bodies are confined to a small number of discrete subcortical regions5,114. Despite 

extensive research, dopamine remains incompletely understood and it is unclear how the limited 

population of dopaminergic neurons can participate in such a diverse array of different 

neurological functions. As will be explored more fully in the coming sections, dopamine is a prime 

example of a neuromodulatory network whose function can be understood within the confines of 

given experimental paradigm, but whose ongoing activity and contribution to ongoing behavior 

remains ambiguous. It has therefore been a major goal of both neuroscience and clinical neurology 

to describe the anatomic and functional logic of dopaminergic circuitry, identify the variables 

encoded by dopaminergic neuron activity, and understand how dopamine affects downstream 

neural pathways to shape behavior.    

 

 

1.4  Neuromodulation by Dopamine 

 

 As a neuromodulator, dopamine causes diverse effects on the excitability and functionality 

of its post-synaptic partners4,22. In mammals, five dopamine receptors, all G-protein coupled, have 

been identified that are each associated with distinct downstream signaling cascades75. Dopamine 
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acts via these receptors to reorganize and modify both pre- and post-synaptic function. By altering 

the probability, size, or timing of neurotransmitter release, dopamine can tune the pre-synaptic 

elements of circuits. Similarly, by modifying the sensitivity to calcium or other second messengers 

or by adjusting the concentration, distribution, or kinetics of neurotransmitter receptors, dopamine 

can control how post-synaptic neurons respond to equivalent upstream signals. Thus dopamine can 

act to both rapidly and persistently tune the activity of neural pathways by diverse means and at 

multiple levels76,115–120. Dopamine can also acts beyond the strict confines of synaptic structures, 

diffusing through the extracellular space to affect more distant neurons and larger neural circuits 

more broadly121.  

 

 Although dopamine can variably and dynamically affect its targets, the different dopamine 

receptor signaling pathways generally seem to operate in parallel, in cooperation, or in opposition 

within the same larger circuits4,75,121,122. Distinct molecular pathways alone, therefore, cannot 

account for the wide array of functions ascribed to dopamine.  

 

 

1.5  Control of Movement by Dopamine  

 

 Perturbations of dopaminergic neurotransmission result in severe motor dysfunction73,96–

99,123–127 that is thought to arise from altered signaling within and from the basal ganglia128–131, a 

prominent subcortical structure in the vertebrate brain. The basal ganglia is composed of a number 

of discrete nuclei, including the striatum, globus pallidus, substantia nigra, and the subthalamic 

nucleus (Figure 1.1)4. Dopamine released by neurons residing in the substantia nigra pars compacta  
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Figure 1.1 | Midbrain Dopaminergic Neurons Coordinate the Output of the Basal Ganglia 

to Control Movement. Schematic of the direct (left) and indirect (right) pathways of the 

mammalian basal ganglia. Substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc), globus pallidus externa 

(GPe), globus pallidus interna (GPi), subthalamic nucleus (STN). Substantia nigra pars 

reticulata is not shown but, similar to GPi, receives inhibitory input from striatum, excitatory 

input from the STN, and has GABAergic projections to the thalamus.  
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(SNc) is believed to act by gating the output of the basal ganglia in the canonical cortico-basal 

ganglia-thalmo-cortical loop. Movement-related information from the cortex enters the basal 

ganglia by way of the striatum, where GABAergic medium spiny neurons (the primary intrinsic 

neurons of the striatum) receive excitatory cortical inputs and project to other interconnected basal 

ganglia nuclei. Ultimately, efferents from the globus pallidus interna (GPi) and substantia nigra 

pars reticulata (SNr) innervate the thalamus, which in turn projects axons back to the cortex, 

completing the circuit and closing the loop (Figure 1.1)122. 

 

 The basal ganglia’s functional interactions with thalamic and cortical motor circuits are 

composed of two distinct pathways defined by the dopaminergic receptors they express and how 

they are affected by dopamine: the direct and indirect pathways. In the direct pathway, dopamine 

activates and potentiates medium spiny neurons via the D1 receptor, allowing them to be 

stimulated by their cortical inputs and leading eventually to the activation of thalamic neurons that 

excite their cortical targets to promote and invigorate movement. In the indirect pathway, the 

GABAergic outputs of the GPi and SNr are tonically active and block cortical-projecting thalamic 

neurons to suppress movement. The activity of medium spiny neurons expressing the inhibitory 

D2 dopamine receptor is reduced by dopamine, relieving this blockade and allowing for the desired 

action to proceed. Dopamine is therefore thought to act as the critical regulator of action selection, 

permitting and driving the performance of a specific motor output while simultaneously preventing 

the expression of alternatives (Figure 1.1)122,130–136. 

 

 The symptoms associated with dopaminergic pathologies are well-aligned with this model 

of dopaminergic control of basal ganglia output. Depletion of dopamine results in a suppression 
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of the direct pathway and continuous activation of the indirect pathway, producing the 

bradykinesia and akinesia that is pathognomonic of Parkinson’s disease73,99,122. Excessive 

dopamine produces the inverse pattern of activity, leading to the dyskinesias and dystonias seen 

as a result of pharmacological or pathological increases in striatal dopamine levels96,122,130.  

 

 Consistent with a motor control circuit, recordings from medium spiny neurons reveal that 

their activity is tightly linked to the kinematics of movement and the motor-action syllables that 

are concatenated to produce naturalistic behavior137–142. Additionally, activation of direct and 

indirect pathways has the predicted opposing effects on locomotion132,133,143,144. Although neurons 

in both the direct and indirect pathways have been reported to be similarly activated by 

movement145, there appears to be subsecond decorrelations between the two pathways as animals 

initiate a new motor action that are consistent with a framework in which the two circuits work in 

opposition to shape moment-by-moment kinematics and the broader structure of naturalistic 

movement146.   

 

 While the basal ganglia’s role in modulating movement is well established122, major 

questions persist regarding dopamine’s functional role within this structure. Most strikingly, the 

vast majority of studies find no appreciable relationship between the activity of dopaminergic 

neurons and an animal’s spontaneous movement147–154. The low levels of tonic dopaminergic 

neuron firing and the slowly (seconds to minutes) varying concentration of dopamine within the 

striatum that have been widely reported155,156 are inconsistent with the rapid and dynamic control 

dopamine is believed to exert on the direct and indirect pathways of the basal ganglia to shape and 
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coordinate movement. Intriguingly, dopaminergic neurons appear to be strongly activated by 

rewarding sensory stimuli like an appetitive food or drink152–154. 

 

 New neuronal recording technologies have provided novel insights into the activity of 

dopaminergic pathways and these data posit potential models of how dopamine may control 

movement. Before they can be fully appreciated, however, an understanding of the signals that 

dominate dopaminergic activity, namely those related to reward, is required.  

 

 

1.6  Dopamine Signals Reward and Reinforcement to Instruct Learning  

 

 Although locomotor deficits are the most overt result of lesioning dopaminergic 

populations125–128, the neuromodulator has been most extensively studied in the context of learning 

and the formation of associations. Early recordings from mammalian dopaminergic neurons 

demonstrated that they were responsive to unexpected rewards and stimuli predictive of reward, 

with little evidence of movement-related signaling77,150–154,157–166. The seminal observation that as 

animals learned to associate an initially neutral sensory stimulus with an appetitive reward, the 

dopaminergic response shifted from the reward itself to the now reward-predictive sensory cue led 

to a model in which dopaminergic neurons encode reward-prediction errors (RPEs) that indicate 

whether an animal’s experience was better or worse than expected77,153,154,166,167. In this way, 

dopamine allows animals to continuously track the relationships among the myriad elements in 

their environment and develop causal links between different variables and their own experiences.  
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 The ability of dopaminergic circuitry to communicate both expectations and outcomes and 

update its activity with experience has made it a powerful platform to understand how neural 

circuits achieve learning. Studies of dopaminergic signaling have provided insight into how an 

animal’s experience is translated into altered patterns of neural activity and how this neural 

plasticity ultimately leads to the emergence of learned behaviors that can be either transient or 

long-lasting22,168,169. Furthermore, RPE fits well with the theoretical framework that has developed 

to explain how neural circuits flexibly and dynamically alter their activity during learning170–175.  

 

 The discovery of diverse dopaminergic subpopulations, including those responsive to 

aversive stimuli164,165,169,176–178, novelty179–182, and those that are bidirectionally modulated by 

rewarding and punitive experiences183, have expanded the understanding of dopamine beyond RPE 

to include a more general representation of value that is nonetheless believed to subserve learning. 

Studies in the zebra finch, for example, have identified dopamine as the “critic” in the actor-critic 

model of song learning, indicating to juvenile birds when they have succeeded and when they have 

erred in reproducing their mentor’s song and allowing young males to develop their own unique 

song through trial and error184–186. The actor-critic model has been applied more broadly to 

describe how dopamine functions within circuits to instruct multiple types of learning, including 

sensory associations, procedural memory, and the development of refined motor skills187–190. In 

this way, dopamine acts as a general reinforcement signal that allows experience to bias an 

animal’s future behavior towards desired outcomes. 

 

 In addition to producing motor deficits, perturbations of dopaminergic pathways also 

interfere with multiple types of learning. Dopaminergic signaling is necessary for the formation of 
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associations101–104,191, the development of new motor programs185,192, and sequence learning 

(connecting temporally linked patterns of cues and actions to achieve an outcome)193–197. 

Exogenous activation of dopaminergic pathways is capable of endowing neutral cues with a 

positive valence100,107,147,198–202, cementing dopamine as a critical element of the circuitry 

underlying associative learning. Furthermore, signaling RPEs, or a more general representation of 

expectation or value that drives reinforcement, is consistent with dopamine’s purported function 

in a number of the neural processes and pathophysiologies in which the neurotransmitter is 

implicated, including addiction, habit formation, and the psychiatric disorders of schizophrenia 

and depression106–113,175.  

 

 Dopamine’s vital role in associative learning is well established and conserved throughout 

the animal kingdom150,154,157,203–205. While patterns of dopaminergic neuron activity support its 

function in learning77,154,166, they contrast with the neuromodulator’s equally clear role in 

coordinating and regulating movement.    

 

 

1.7 Reconciling Dopamine’s Role in Reinforcement Learning and 

 Movement 

 

 For decades researchers have strived to explain the dual role of dopamine in both learning 

and motor control. Conflicting findings have made it difficult for a consensus to emerge and there 

is still no clear and coherent understanding of how the relatively small number of dopaminergic 

neurons affects these apparently distinct neural processes. Extensive study, however, has provided 
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a number of models and frameworks that attempt to resolve dopamine’s apparently multifaceted 

functionality.  

 

 Early electrophysiological recordings from individual dopaminergic neurons revealed that 

they had two distinct modes of activity. Dopaminergic neurons exhibited a baseline level of tonic 

activity, with relatively regular and periodic firing of action potentials. When presented with an 

unexpected reward or reward-predicting cue, however, these neurons exhibited sharp increases in 

activity, firing phasic bursts of action potentials at a high frequency77,155,166,206. This phasic spiking 

was believed to instruct learning and drive synaptic plasticity, while control of movement was 

ascribed to the ongoing and slowly varying tonic mode of activity207–211. In support of this model, 

the concentration of dopamine within the striatum correlates with certain features of movement, 

such as velocity, orientation, and posture, over a timescale of seconds to minutes212. Furthermore, 

broad and non-specific pharmacological increases in dopamine concentration improve the motor 

symptoms associated with the death of dopaminergic neurons and is still the mainstay of 

Parkinson’s disease therapy93,97. Therefore, while the slowly varying, tonic levels of striatal 

dopamine set the overall tone of the basal ganglia to regulate the general level of arousal and 

movement, phasic bursts of dopamine at specific locations and times alter synapses to drive the 

plasticity that underlies learning. 

 

 Technological advancements have allowed for more extensive and precise recording from 

dopaminergic neurons that have challenged the tonic/phasic model. The discovery of rapid and 

phasic movement-related activity in dopaminergic neurons during spontaneous locomotion 

suggests that their influence on an animal’s motor output is not solely limited to the slow and tonic 
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fluctuations. Instead of the same neurons controlling both learning and movement, recent evidence 

posits the existence of distinct dopaminergic subpopulations, some conveying information about 

reward or value and others relaying motor signals213–217. Dopamine neurons originating in the 

ventral tegmental area (VTA) and projecting to limbic structures in the ventral striatum (the 

mesolimbic pathway) appear to be primarily reward responsive, while the activity of dopamine 

neurons in the SNc that project to the dorsal striatum (the nigrostriatal pathway) is mainly 

reflective of an animal’s movements. Accordingly, exogenous stimulation of movement-correlated 

dopaminergic neurons can trigger, promote, and invigorate locomotion213,214. This understanding 

of dopaminergic circuitry is further supported by the clinical observations: the death of SNc 

dopamine neurons is associated with motor deficits and altered activity in the mesolimbic pathway 

is thought to underlie dopamine-related psychiatric disorders73,98,99,106,111,113. Thus the diverse roles 

of dopamine may arise from anatomically segregated and functionally specialized circuits such 

that distinct subsets of dopaminergic neurons encode reinforcement and motor signals.  

 

 While dopamine’s role in learning and movement have generally been considered and 

addressed separately, emerging evidence argues that they may not be completely independent 

variables. Reward prediction signals in dopaminergic neurons appear to be gated by locomotion 

initiation218 and learning has been shown to strengthen and alter, not create, pre-existing 

representations of motor actions in dopaminergic neurons199. In addition, dopaminergic activity 

appears to ramp up as animals walk to approach distant rewards148. The functional parallels 

associated with the mesolimbic and nigrostriatal pathways are further undermined by reports of 

movement-related activity in supposedly learning and reward oriented VTA dopaminergic neurons 
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and RPEs in SNc dopaminergic neurons that are thought to control an animal’s motor 

output199,216,219,220.  

 

 Efforts to explain these observations have posited that dopamine neurons are relaying 

information regarding the motivation of an animal156,179,221–223. The concept of motivation links 

reward and movement together: a motivational cue could invigorate a motor action while also 

signaling a change in an animal’s internal state following a sensory stimulus that is predictive of 

reward, thereby also instructing learning. The correlation of dopaminergic activity with an 

animal’s engagement in a learned task147,223,224 further supports this interpretation of the dopamine 

signal. It is unclear, however, if dopamine’s representation of motivation is a true synthesis of 

reward- and motor-related signaling or an additional and separate function of an already complex 

dopaminergic network147,156,179,198,204,225,226.     

 

 There are still major outstanding questions regarding the nature of dopaminergic circuitry. 

Recordings reveal that individual midbrain dopaminergic neurons exhibit multiplexed 

representations in which the kinematics of movement and task-related variables are encoded by 

the very same neurons that respond to rewards220. The meaning and function of these multiplexed 

signals are a subject of ongoing debate and speculation. Additional evidence suggests that these 

dopaminergic correlates of movement reflect an expectation of reward from a motor action utilized 

in a learned task, indicating that they may subserve learning rather than shape concurrent 

behavior199. In contrast, attempts to model movement-related signaling in midbrain dopaminergic 

neurons as motor-specific RPEs have been unsuccessful227. Therefore, the utility, the features of 

an animal’s experience that are being represented and the functional effects of that neural activity 
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on downstream pathways and ultimately behavior, of motor-related activity in reward-signaling 

dopaminergic neurons remains poorly understood. 

   

 Answering these questions and reconciling the disparate roles of dopamine has proven 

challenging in part due to the complexity and technical inaccessibility of mammalian midbrain 

dopaminergic networks, which are anatomically and functionally heterogeneous and intricately 

innervate diverse target neuropils228–230. Moreover, dopaminergic activity has mainly been 

investigated in highly trained animals performing established tasks, where it is not necessarily 

possible to dissociate an animal’s movements, motivations, expectations of reward, and sensory 

associations, as all these variables become inherently intertwined as a result of 

learning147,148,160,198,218,227.  As a consequence it has been difficult to directly connect the 

heterogeneous and multiplexed activity of dopaminergic neurons with their role in both learning 

and motor control. 

 

 To circumvent these obstacles and address basic questions about what features of an 

animal’s experience are encoded in the activity of a dopaminergic neuromodulatory network and 

how its ongoing activity impacts concurrent behavior, we turned to the simpler model animal, 

Drosophila melanogaster. 
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1.8 Using Drosophila melanogaster to Study Dopaminergic 

 Neuromodulatory Pathways 

 

 The use of a reduced and experimentally tractable model system can provide critical insight 

into the fundamental underpinnings of complicated biological processes that generalize across the 

animal kingdom. For over a century, beginning with the seminal work of Thomas Hunt Morgan, 

the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster has been critical to the study of many different fields of 

biology, including genetics, development, immunology, and neuroscience231–233. Despite the 

several hundred million years of evolutionary divergence separating insects and mammals, 

discoveries in the fly have provided a deep and invaluable understanding of our own physiology 

and have revealed that many essential mechanisms and pathways are conserved across the two 

species231–234. Although the Drosophila brain lacks the structures analogous to those found in 

vertebrates, it has been the source of key neurobiological insights into basic molecular and circuit 

mechanisms and has proven to be a powerful platform to study neurophysiology234.  

 

 Decades of research on Drosophila provides us with a broad knowledge of its biology and 

a powerful set of tools that allow for a detailed study of neural circuits. The Gal4/UAS system 

developed for the fruit fly, coupled with a wide array of promoter lines, offer select genetic access 

to neural populations of interest235–238. In addition, optogenetic and thermogenetic tools enable the 

rapid and reversible modulation of neural activity to interrogate how individual neurons and larger 

populations affect behavior as well as adjacent circuits238–240.  
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 The fly is especially well suited to the study of neuromodulation as its large behavioral 

repertoire is a testament to the power of neural circuit flexibility. Despite possessing only ~100,000 

neurons, the fly demonstrates a range of diverse and varied behaviors made possible by 

neuromodulators. The neurons in the fly’s visual system are rapidly tuned to optimize their activity 

for either flight or walking241. They engage in persistent odor tracking242–244 and perform elaborate 

courtship and mating rituals38,245–247 that can be modified by their satiety state and need to seek out 

sources of food26,28,30–32,57,58,248–250. Flies can even form positive and negative associations that may 

be transient or long-lasting depending on the nature of the formative experience251–253. The 

neuromodulatory pathways of the fly’s brain thus act from the periphery to higher order integrative 

centers to sculpt and shape the behavior of the animal across multiple timescales, from moment-

by-moment processing of sensory information and control of locomotion, to prolonged behavioral 

and internal states, to permanent changes in circuit output.       

 

 To interrogate neuromodulatory pathways we specifically focused on the mushroom body, 

a prominent neuropil in the brain of the fruit fly richly innervated by dopaminergic neurons that 

plays an essential role in the formation and expression of olfactory associations254,253,255,256. 

Although primarily studied in the context of learning, the mushroom body and its associated 

dopaminergic populations affect multiple different flexible and adaptive behaviors248–250,257–281. 

The relationship between the ongoing activity in the mushroom body dopaminergic neurons and 

the neuropil’s diverse functions remains poorly understood. The simple and organized architecture 

of the mushroom body, however, facilitates a detailed investigation of neural circuit function and 

allows us to address basic questions regarding what variables are reflected in the ongoing activity 

of a neuromodulatory circuit and its role in shaping an animal’s behavior238–240. 
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1.9 The Mushroom Body of Drosophila melanogaster  

 

 The mushroom body (MB), a conserved and well-defined insect brain structure (Figure 

1.2A), was first described in the mid 19th century by French biologist Félix Dujardin282. Although 

it was initially loftily presented as the source of free will and intelligence283, it was not until over 

a century later in the 1980s and early 1990s that it was demonstrated to be an associative learning 

center, endowing insects with the ability to form memories284,285. The capacity of insects to form 

associations, especially that of the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, which will avoid or 

approach an initially neutral odor after it has been paired with an aversive or appetitive outcome252, 

has provided a powerful model system to study the molecular pathways and the functional circuit 

architectures that underlie neural plasticity and learning234. The MB has been most 

comprehensively studied in Drosophila, where chemical ablation or exogenous perturbation of its 

activity severely impairs the ability of the fly to learn254,284–287. Furthermore, mutant studies have 

localized the activity of genes vital for proper memory formation to the MB288–297. Thirty years of 

extensive research has established the MB as the primary neural circuit for olfactory associative 

learning in Drosophila298–301.  

 

 The MB is formed by approximately 2,000 third-order, odor-responsive intrinsic neurons 

termed Kenyon cells (KCs)256,302. In the calyx of the MB, the KCs receive olfactory input from 

Projection neurons (PNs) emanating from the antennal lobe256,303,304. The PNs are divided into 

approximately fifty subgroups, each with dendrites in a different antennal lobe glomerulus that 

receives input from all the olfactory sensory neurons expressing the same odorant receptor305–309. 

Each KC extends a small number of dendritic claws (~3 to ~10) into the calyx to stochastically  
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Figure 1.2 | Compartmentalized Anatomic Organization of the Drosophila Mushroom 

Body. (A) MB neuropil within the Drosophila brain with KCs labeled in blue (left). In the 

output lobes of the MB, KCs form en passant synapses with MBONs that innervate discrete 

regions or compartments within the lobes. Each of these compartments is co-innervated by the 

axons of DANs. Right: Composite image showing compartmentalized innervation of the γ5 

compartment by DANs (magenta), MBONs (green), and a single KC axon highlighted with 

photoactivatable GFP (cyan). (B-C) Schematized structure of the MB highlighting the inputs 

and outputs of the γ lobe. (B) Compartmentalized organization of the γ2-γ5 MBONs. Activation 

of the γ2/γ3 MBONs induces approach behaviors while activation of γ4/γ5 biases animals 

towards avoidance. (C) Compartmentalized organization of γ2-γ5 DANs. Lateral γ2/γ3 DANs 

respond to painful electric shock and underlie the formation of negative olfactory associations. 

Medial γ4/γ5 DANs respond to appetitive sugar reward and underlie the formation of positive 

olfactory associations. 
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receive synaptic input from a fraction of the roughly fifty PN channels (Figures 1.2B,C)310–317. The 

random and combinatorial wiring between PNs and KCs allows odor information to be represented 

in a vast neural state space that is capable of capturing the complexity of the chemical world. The 

sparse activity of unique KC ensembles encodes odor identity315–317 and is especially well-suited 

to a circuit whose function is to assign value to diverse and potentially arbitrary sensory stimuli 

based on experience317–320. 

 

  From the calyx, each KC sends a single axon into the pedunculus of the MB. At the 

terminus of the pedunculus, the fasciculated KC axons project into the five output lobes of the 

MB: the dorsally (vertically) oriented a and a’ lobes and the medially (horizontally) oriented b, 

b’, and g lobes. A portion of the KCs bifurcate at the end of the pedunculus to send branches into 

either the a and b lobes or the a’ and b’ lobes while the remaining KCs extend a single axon into 

the g lobe (Figure 1.2)256,302. These anatomic distinctions have been elaborated upon to divide the 

KCs into three broad categories, ab, a’b’, and g KCs, that each possess distinctive 

electrophysiological properties321, developmental timelines322–324, and are thought to play separate 

roles in the different forms of memory displayed by Drosophila (short-term vs. long-term vs. 

anesthesia-resistant vs. anesthesia-sensitive)251,325–338.  

 

 Within the output lobes the KC axons form en passant synapses with the efferent neurons 

of the MB: the mushroom body output neurons (MBONs). The dendrites of each MBON 

innervates a spatially segregated and restricted area of the lobes such that they tile across the lobes 

creating 15 non-overlapping compartments innervated by one to three individual efferent neurons 

(Figure 1.2B)256,302,339. MBONs are necessary for the expression of olfactory memories340–344 and 
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the activity of individual MBONs can bias an animal towards avoidance or approach behaviors339. 

There are only 34 MBONs resulting in a massive reduction in coding space as information is 

transferred from KCs to MBONs. This anatomy posits that within the lobes of the MB, a 

representation of odor identity in KCs is transformed into a representation of general value or 

valence by the MBONs256,339,345 such that patterns of MBON activity can drive animals to avoid 

and approach an olfactory stimulus339. 

 

 In addition to the dendrites of MBONs, each discrete compartment of the lobes is also 

innervated by the axons of a small population of dopaminergic neurons (DANs) that signal reward 

and punishment (Figures 1.2A,B)205,256,302,346–349. This compartmentalized anatomic organization 

immediately suggests a model for how dopaminergic reinforcement drives associative learning256. 

The MB DANs are activated by appetitive and punitive stimuli such as a sugar reward or an 

aversive electric shock and these reinforcement cues drive distinct patterns of activity across the 

MB DANs (Figure 1.2B)205,348–351. DAN activity is necessary during training for animals to form 

associations. Exogenous activation of subsets of DANs are sufficient to instruct learning and 

endow odors with valence and meaning to shape future olfactory behavior352–357. Dopamine release 

within a compartment tunes the strength of synaptic connections between the KCs and the 

MBONs, allowing the same odor cue to drive either approach or avoidance behavior depending 

on an animal’s past experience345,351. Like their mammalian counterparts, MB DANs thus appear 

to signal reward and punishment to drive reinforcement and instruct learning.  

 

 Despite the MBs established and well-characterized role in olfactory associative learning, 

earlier and more recent studies alike suggest that the neuropil plays a more extensive role in 
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shaping the fly’s behavior. Beyond olfactory memory, the MB is implicated in innate odor 

preference248,249,358,359, visual learning360, sleep and circadian rhythm257–263, temperature 

preference264,265, oviposition choice266, courtship behavior267,268, decision-making250,269,270, 

attention271, maintenance of flight bouts272, discrimination and reaction to novelty361, and signaling 

satiety and hunger to control food foraging behavior273–276. Many of the MB’s purported functions 

are related to the movements of the animal and, intriguingly, the structure has also been suggested 

to control and modulate the fly’s locomotion itself277–281. 

 

 All of these non-learning functions of the MB involve the DANs, suggesting that their 

activity does more than simply drive plasticity in KC-MBON synapses to alter future olfactory 

behavior and may be rapidly modulating the output of the MB to influence an animal’s immediate 

actions. Understanding the ongoing activity of the MB DANs, then, is key to unraveling the 

neuropil’s diverse roles in shaping adaptive behavior. Interestingly, recent studies have uncovered 

correlations between the gross motor actions of an animal and the activity of DANs innervating 

the g lobe of the MB, a population that responds to rewarding and punishing cues and plays an 

essential role in the formation of olfactory associations351,362.  

 

 The ongoing, motor-correlated activity in these DANs is not well described and its function 

is unclear. Like many neuromodulatory systems, then, the MB DANs appear play important roles 

in diverse neural processes and the connection between their ongoing activity and an animal’s 

behavior is poorly understood. The simple, organized, and stereotyped anatomy of the MB allows 

us to examine the same neurons across different contexts. The MB, therefore, offers an opportunity 

to explore what is encoded in the ongoing activity of a neuromodulatory circuit. Specifically, we 
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will examine movement-related signals in a dopaminergic population with a clearly defined role 

in reinforcement learning, investigate what is represented in these multiplexed patterns of activity, 

and determine how they affect concurrent behavior. 

 

 

1.10  Investigating Ongoing Activity in Mushroom Body Dopaminergic 

 Neurons 

 

 In my thesis work I took advantage of the concise circuit architecture of the MB to gain 

insight into the heterogeneous and varied activity of a neuromodulatory pathway, specifically the 

dual nature of reward and movement-related signals observed within a dopaminergic pathways.  

 

 In Chapter 2 I describe which features of an animal’s experience are encoded in the ongoing 

activity of DANs innervating the g lobe of the MB. I demonstrate that the different subpopulations 

of the MB DANs have distinct behavioral and sensory correlates, some oriented to reflecting 

reward and others that contain multiplexed representations of both reinforcing sensory cues and 

specific aspects of the fly’s movements. These representations of movement are not stereotyped, 

suggesting they do not encode the specific kinematics of movement but rather some other higher 

order cognitive variable nonetheless intimately related to the fly’s motor actions.   

 

 In Chapter 3 I explore the nature of the movement-related signals in the DANs. I describe 

the development of a closed loop olfactory paradigm that allows us to record from DANs while 

flies perform goal-directed and sensory-triggered behaviors. I observe that in the context of an 
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olfactory stimulus, the DANs correlate with neither the odor stimulus alone, nor the physical 

kinematics of movement, but rather the strength and robustness of the behavioral response to the 

odor. 

 

 In Chapter 4 I further probe our conclusions from Chapter 3, examining how changing an 

animal’s internal drive to track an appetitive food odor alters both behavior and neuronal responses 

to olfactory stimuli. 

 

 In Chapter 5 I investigate how the ongoing DAN activity alters the fly’s concurrent 

behavior. With the use of optogenetic reagents I demonstrate that the representations of behavioral 

responses to odor within MB DANs play an active role in shaping real-time behavior.  

 

 In Chapter 6 I provide a discussion of my results. I explore the implications of my findings 

on our understanding of the MB and dopaminergic networks more broadly. I also suggest future 

studies and describe ongoing experiments in the lab that attempt to understand how movement-

related activity in MB DANs affects KCs and MBONs to control and coordinate the net output of 

the MB.  
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Chapter 2 

 

 

Representations of Reward and Movement by Mushroom 

Body Dopaminergic Neurons 

 

 

2.1 Introduction  

 

 The neuromodulator dopamine determines future behavior by directing learning but is also 

critical for the proper coordination of locomotion73,99–101. Dopaminergic representations of 

rewarding or punishing stimuli are believed to signal reinforcement to drive the synaptic plasticity 

that underlies learning100,166,200, but the function of movement-related activity is less well 

understood209,223,224. The basic logic of dopaminergic pathways, therefore, remains unclear. The 

same midbrain dopaminergic neurons that underlie learning have also been argued to control 

movement by setting the overall tone of motor circuits. Their activity is therefore thought to reflect 
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an animal’s general level of arousal212 or other internal state variables such as motivation or 

expectation156,179,209,225. Accordingly, dopaminergic activity correlates with an animal’s 

engagement in a learned task and ramps as animals approach distant rewards147,148. Alternatively, 

distinct dopaminergic neurons may encode the fine-scale kinematics of physical locomotion213–217, 

consistent with a role for dopaminergic pathways in action selection. Under this model, 

anatomically separate dopaminergic populations are thought to rapidly initiate changes in 

movement, reconfiguring the activity of circuits to promote and invigorate a given motor 

program130–136. 

 

 Recent recordings reveal that individual midbrain dopaminergic neurons exhibit 

multiplexed representations, with rapid and phasic fluctuations in their activity that correlate with 

the kinematics of motion while also responding to rewards220. These observations fit neither a 

tonic/phasic model, which confines phasic bursts of dopaminergic activity to the signaling of 

reward, nor a model of dopaminergic circuitry consisting of separate learning and motor channels. 

The size, diversity, and complexity of mammalian dopaminergic systems make it challenging to 

gain an understanding for the relationship between the various sensory and motor correlates that 

have been observed in these pathways.     

 

 To explore the logic of dopaminergic pathways we focused on the MB of the fruit fly, 

Drosophila melanogaster. With only ~120 dopamine neurons (DANs) and a mere 34 output 

neurons (MBONs), this neuropil represents a significantly simplified system in which to explore 

the functional operation of a dopaminergic circuit256. MB DANs are responsive to reward and 

punishment and are essential for the formation of olfactory associations205,348,351–357. The ongoing 
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activity of certain subsets of these DANs has also been correlated with the coarse motor actions of 

the fly351,362. The simple and organized architecture of the MB therefore offers the opportunity for 

a detailed investigation of how movement is reflected in the activity of a dopaminergic circuit with 

an established role in learning238–240. 

 

 Although the MB is innervated by ~15 subsets of DANs, we focus here on the DANs that 

extend axons into the medial portion of the g lobe of the MB: the g2, g3, g4, and g5 DAN 

subpopulations (Figure 2.1). These neurons bidirectionally respond to rewarding and punishing 

sensory stimuli such as sweet and nutritive sugars and punitive electric shock. These responses to 

reinforcing sensory stimuli regulate the formation of short-term associations 332,352,354–356,363,364.  

Yet, these same DANs also exhibit correlations with an animal’s coarse motor activity351,362. This 

movement-related signaling was initially described in the context of tethered flies suspended in 

mid-air that alternate between periods of quiescence and periods of chaotic movement where they 

flail their limbs in an uncoordinated manner. In this preparation, g2 and g3 DAN activity increases 

during bouts of flailing, while the activity in g4 and g5 DANs is diminished. The reciprocal pattern 

appears during periods of quiescence (Figure 2.1)351. g2 DAN activity likewise was specifically 

elevated during periods of tethered locomotion on a spherical treadmill362. It is of note that 

according to these observations, each DAN subpopulation relates the same information concerning 

the behavior of the fly: any single g lobe compartment equally (but potentially inversely) represents 

whether an animal is still or in motion.  

 

 These bidirectional patterns of DAN activity mirror those observed in response to reward 

and punishment: g4 and g5 DANs are activated by appetitive stimuli like sugar in accord with  
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Figure 2.1 | Mushroom Body Dopaminergic Neuron Activity Reflects Both Salient 

External Sensory Stimuli and Internal Behavioral State. Schematic of MB DAN activity 

during punitive electric shock and flailing (left), which are both accompanied by increased 

activity in γ2/γ3 DANs (thick lines) and decreased activity in γ4/γ5 DANs (thin lines) and 

during appetitive sugar reward and quiescence (right), which are accompanied by the reciprocal 

pattern of DAN activity.  
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evidence that these pathways can drive the formation of positive associations. Conversely, g2 and 

g3 DANs are activated by punitive experiences, such as a painful electric shock, and their 

exogenous activation during the presentation of a neutral odor induces subsequent avoidance (i.e. 

a negative association) (Figure 2.1)205,348,352–357. Dopaminergic signaling of reward and 

punishment appears to be coordinated, with increases in g4 and g5 activity being accompanied by 

decreases in g2 and g3 activity and vice versa. Therefore, just as any single g lobe compartment 

can represent motion or stillness, each can also equally (but potentially inversely) reflect the 

presence of a positive or negative reinforcing stimulus.  

 

 The striking correspondence between the bidirectional patterns of DAN activity associated 

with flailing and punitive electric shock suggest that behavioral context may itself serve as a 

reinforcement to subserve learning. The DANs therefore may be broadly categorizing any 

particular moment as either appetitive or aversive and rather than influencing the concurrent 

actions of an animal, this activity allows an animal’s behavioral and internal state to influence 

future odor processing351,362.  

 

 The ongoing DAN activity, however, could also contribute to the MB’s role in flexibly 

shaping the fly’s real-time behavior248,249,257–265,268,270,272–275. Motor-related activity in a population 

of dopaminergic neurons that signal reinforcement and facilitate learning offers an intriguing 

parallel to mammalian dopaminergic pathways that also instruct learning and regulate movement. 

The ongoing DAN activity may therefore be facilitating movement and playing an active role in 

shaping concurrent behavior. Understanding how movement is encoded in the activity of the 

simplified dopaminergic pathways of the MB will provide insight into what features of an animal’s 
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experience they represent and how their ongoing activity influences the fly’s real-time locomotion. 

However, it remains unclear how tonic DAN activity corresponds to an animal’s actions in a more 

ethologically relevant and naturalistic behavioral context as an animal navigates through its 

environment.  

 

 To gain a detailed description of how the activity of the g DANs relates to the moment-by-

moment changes in behavior associated with the fly’s natural motor output, we therefore adapted 

an experimental paradigm to record from DANs during naturalistic and spontaneous locomotion.  

 

 

2.2 Monitoring Mushroom Body Dopaminergic Neuron Activity During 

 Reward and Spontaneous Locomotion 

 

 To explore how dopaminergic pathways in the Drosophila MB coordinately represent 

reward- and movement-related variables, we monitored their activity in head-fixed animals 

walking on a spherical treadmill. We adapted an experimental paradigm in which tethered flies 

were able to walk naturalistically on an air supported foam ball365–369. By recording the rotation of 

the ball, we quantified multiple aspects of the fly’s locomotion, including an animal’s fictive 

position on a 2D plane, forward velocity, and change in heading over time (Dheading/Dt or turning 

velocity)370. To simultaneously record the activity of the DANs, we expressed a synaptically 

localized variant of the genetically encoded calcium indicator GCaMP (sytGCaMP6s) using the 

tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) and dopa-decarboxylase (DDC) promoters351,371, allowing us to 

visualize calcium influx in DAN axon terminals innervating the different compartments that tile 
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across the MB output lobes. In addition, flies were presented with microliter volumes of a 1M 

sucrose solution351,372, allowing us to compare the DAN activity evoked by reward and locomotion 

within the same trials (Figure 2.2A). 

 

 As described above, we focused on the subset of DANs innervating the g lobe (g2-g5). In 

addition to their role in olfactory learning and the correlation of their activity with the gross motor 

output of an animal332,351,352,354–356,362–364, the g lobe can also be synchronously imaged within a 

single optical plane, allowing for high temporal resolution of DAN activity compatible with the 

rapid speed of a fly’s movement during naturalistic locomotion (Figure 2.2A).  

 

 As previously documented, ingestion of a sucrose reward evoked bidirectional changes 

across the g lobe DANs351, robustly activating DANs innervating the g4 and g5 compartments while 

suppressing activity in the g2 and g3 DANs. Interestingly, complex patterns of dopaminergic neural 

activity emerged during spontaneous movement that deviated from the simple pattern of 

bidirectional signaling across compartments observed as animals alternate between flailing and 

quiescence. Prominent fluctuations in DAN activity were observed prior to and after sugar 

consumption that appeared to be temporally aligned to an animal’s locomotion (Figure 2.2B).  

 

 Representations of reward and locomotion may be conveyed by the same DAN neurons or 

distinct subsets of reward- and movement-responsive neurons innervating each compartment. To 

address this question, we simultaneously imaged the soma of g4 DANs expressing soluble 

GCaMP6s and confirmed that their activity was highly correlated due to shared fluctuations in all 

neurons as an animal spontaneously walked (Figure 2.3A). We further probed the possibility  
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Figure 2.2 | Mushroom Body Dopaminergic Neurons Coordinately Represent Reward and 

Movement-Related Variables. (A) Schematic of the experimental system for simultaneous 

recording of locomotion and MB DAN>sytGCAMP6s activity (left). The parameters of 

locomotion monitored during experiments are displayed as they are quantified by FicTrac 

software or subsequently calculated. Illustration of the anatomy of the mushroom body within 

the Drosophila brain (bottom right). Expression of sytGCaMP6s in DANs innervating the MB 

γ lobe (top right). (B) Overlay of four individual flies’ net motion and compartmentalized 

DAN>sytGCaMP6s activity during spontaneous locomotion and during ingestion of 1 M 

sucrose solution (as indicated by maroon line beneath each trace). (C) Ratio of the magnitude 

of sugar-related activity to movement-related activity in the γ DANs. One-way ANOVA, 

p=1.7311×10-15. (D) Change in magnitude of movement-associated MB DAN activity after 

ingestion of 1M sucrose solution.  One-way ANOVA, p=0.0052.  
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that distinct subsets of DANs innervating the same compartment had heterogeneous activity 

patterns during spontaneous locomotion using K-means clustering of DAN activity in the lobes. 

This analysis, however, revealed that the pixels comprising a compartment were highly correlated, 

independent of whether a compartment was innervated by a single (g2) neuron or multiple (g3, g4, 

and g5) DANs (Figure 2.3B). DANs targeting a single compartment thus appear to function as a 

unit implying that the same dopaminergic pathways that convey reinforcements to instruct 

associative learning also carry robust behavioral signals.  

 

 The relative magnitude of reward and motor-associated signals differed across the DANs 

innervating different compartments. While g4 DANs were similarly activated by both sugar 

ingestion and locomotion, g2 and g3 DANs were activated only during walking bouts. Sugar-

evoked responses in the g5 DANs were significantly larger than baseline motor-associated 

fluctuations, indicating that any movement-related activity in this population occupied the lower 

end of these DANs’ dynamic range (Figures 2.2B,C). We did not observe any overt qualitative 

changes in how DAN activity related to movement after flies were fed the sugar compared with 

before (Figure 2.2B), and while the magnitude of the movement-related signals increased slightly 

in g2, there were no large quantitative changes in the period immediately after feeding (Figure 

2.2D).    
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Figure 2.3 | Dopaminergic Neurons Targeting a Single Compartment Function as a Unit. 

(A) Activity of individual DANs innervating the γ4 compartment are positively correlated. γ4 

DAN (MB312B) > soluble GCaMP6s activity during spontaneous tethered locomotion in four 

representative individuals. Forward velocity (top row), somatic GCaMP6s activity (middle 

row), and cross-correlation (Pearson correlation coefficient) between GCaMP6s signal in γ4 

soma. (B) Expression of sytGCaMP6s in DANs innervating the MB γ lobe in five representative 

flies. Pixels in the γ lobe are color coded by K-means clustering analysis that distributed them 

into correlated subgroups that align with the compartmentalized architecture of the MB. Only 

periods of spontaneous locomotion when animals received no overt sensory stimulation were 

used to calculate K-means clusters. 
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2.3 Mushroom Body Dopaminergic Neurons Innervating Different 

 Compartments Reflect Distinct Facets of Motor Activity 

 

 While information about ongoing locomotor behavior could be uniformly broadcast across 

the brain373, we observed that the DANs innervating different compartments correlated with 

distinct parameters of locomotion that unfolded over different timescales. 

 

 Tethered animals walking in the dark, in the absence of any overt sensory stimuli, 

alternated between spontaneous bouts of locomotion and quiescence (Figure 2.4A). g3 DAN 

activity faithfully tracked the onset and offset of each bout of locomotion, such that whether an 

animal was walking or not (locomotor state) could be predicted from a logistic regression model 

with 87% confidence using the activity of this compartment alone (Figure 2.4B). g3 activity 

remained low even during periods even when animal’s stopped walking to groom, indicating that 

these DANs were specifically linked to locomotion and not limb movement generally (data not 

shown). In contrast to the consistency observed in g3 DANs, the relationship between an animal’s 

locomotor state and g2, g4, and g5 DANs was far more variable. These other DANs did contain 

some predictive power regarding walking state, but given the strength and accuracy of g3-

generated model, including them as additional predictors along with g3 only marginally improved 

the model’s accuracy (Figure 2.4B). 

 

 The suggestion that dopamine may play a role in action selection and movement 

initiation213,216,374–377 prompted us to focus on changes in DAN activity as animals initiated a bout 

of continuous movement after a pause in walking. We found that g3 was consistently positively  
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Figure 2.4 | Dopaminergic Neuron Activity Reflects Locomotor State and is Modulated by 

the Onset of Movement. (A) Overlay of three representative animals’ net motion and 

compartmentalized DAN>sytGCaMP6s activity during spontaneous locomotion. (B) 

Probability of accuracy of a logistic regression model predicting locomotor state (walking or 

not walking) based on DAN activity. N=27 animals. One-way ANOVA, p=1.082×10-12. (C) γ 

DAN activity during the initiation of movement. Top: average net motion ± 95% confidence 

interval as animals initiate sustained locomotion (≥3sec) following a pause (≥2sec). Bottom: 

heat map of ΔF/Fo in γ DAN subpopulations aligned to initiation of movement. Rows represent 

individual movement initiations ordered by average ΔF/Fo during the onset of locomotion (1sec 

to 2.5 sec after the start of movement) in the γ2 compartment (left) or γ4 compartment (right). 

Fo= average sytGCAMP6s activity from t=-2 to t=-0.5 seconds before the start of movement. 

White dashed lines indicates highest (above top line) and lowest (below bottom line) 20% 

average ΔF/Fo during the onset of locomotion. N=53 animals, 1060 movement initiations. (D) 

Pearson correlation coefficient between the increase in net motion and change in 

DAN>sytGCaMP6s activity during initiations of sustained movement (≥3s ec) following a 

pause (≥2 sec). Each row represents all the movement initiations performed by as single 

individual. Ordered by average motion-γ4 correlation for all starts within an individual animal. 

N=39 animals, 1043 movement initiations.  
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correlated with movement and its activity reliably increased as flies initiated a bout of locomotion 

(Figures 2.4C,D). Although g2 and g4 DAN activity was unable to accurately predict an animal’s 

locomotor state (Figure 2.4B), these populations were nonetheless strongly modulated as an animal 

initiated movement (Figure 2.4C). The relationship between g2 and g4 DANs with movement 

initiation, however, was highly variable both within and across individuals (Figures 2.4C,D). 

Whereas the start of a movement bout was reliably accompanied by an increase in g3 DAN activity, 

we observed both decreases and increases in g2 and g4 activity even over the course of single 

recording session (Figures 2.4A,C,D). 

 

 The variability in g2 and g4 activity did not map onto any detectable differences in the 

kinematics of fly movement as they initiated locomotion nor did it relate to any other aspect of the 

bout, including its duration, the length of the preceding pause, or amount of time the fly had spent 

on the ball (Figure 2.5A). Furthermore, comparing locomotion bouts that were accompanied by 

the most divergent g2 and g4 activity revealed no overt differences in the fly’s kinematics (Figure 

2.5B). Bouts of locomotion onset that were indistinguishable by multiple behavioral metrics, 

including acceleration, speed, and turning velocity could be accompanied by opposing patterns of 

g2 and g4 DAN activity. Finally, in collaboration with Rich Pang, a graduate student in Adrienne 

Fairhall’s lab at the University of Washington, we performed a principle component analysis of 

movement parameters as animals initiated locomotion and could identify no clear relationship 

between any of the dominant components and patterns of g2 and g4 DAN activity (Figure 2.6). 

Therefore, while g3 activity invariantly tracked locomotor bouts independent of the heterogeneous 

kinematics of spontaneous movement, g2 and g4 activity was variable even for apparently identical 

bouts of movement initiation. g5 DANs were relatively unaffected by the onset of movement  
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Figure 2.5 | Variability in Dopaminergic Neuron Activity at the Onset of Locomotion Is 

Not Related to Differences in The Physical Kinematics of Movement. (A) Relationships 

between the activity of γ2 (1st and 3rd rows, blue) and γ4 (2nd and 4th rows, green) DANs and 

behavioral variables during the initiation of movement. Average DAN ΔF/Fo defined as in 

Figure 2.4C. All behavioral variables are normalized by average values during bouts of 

continuous movement during the 5-minute recording trial. Behaviors are averaged over relevant 

time period relative to the onset of locomotion (t=0). Net motion, forward velocity, and |angular 

velocity|: t=1 to t=3. |Lateral velocity|: t=0 to t=1. Proportion of time moving after start is 

calculated over a 10 second period after initiation of locomotion. N=1060 movement initiations. 

All Pearson correlation coefficients are either weak (|r|<0.18) or not significant (see table 

below). 

Pearson correlation coefficients (not corrected) 

 

 net 
motion 

forward 
velocity 

turning 
velocity 

|lateral 
velocity| 

time on 
treadmill 

proportion of 
time moving 
after start 

bout 
length 

stop 
length 

γ2 -0.1306 -0.1791 n.s. 0.1586 n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 

γ4 n.s. 0.1266 -0.0723 -0.1524 -0.1549 0.0828 n.s. n.s. 

 

(B) DAN activity and parameters of locomotion during movement initiations when γ2 and γ4 

DANs were most differentially active. Left: average γ2 ΔF/Fo (top row), net motion (2nd row), 

forward velocity (3rd row), turning velocity (4th row), |lateral velocity| (5th row), net acceleration 

(6th row), forward acceleration (7th row), turning acceleration (8th row), and lateral acceleration 

(9th row) ± 95% confidence interval as animals initiated sustained locomotion (as in Figure 

2.4C) in 20% of starts with highest (dark blue, trials below lower white dashed line in Figure 

2.4C) and lowest (light blue, trials above upper white dashed line in Figure 2.4C) average γ2 

ΔF/Fo. Right: Same as left but for γ4. All behavioral variables are normalized by average values 

during bouts of continuous movement during the 5-minute recording trial. N=212 movement 

initiations per grouping. 
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Figure 2.6 | Principle Component Analysis Cannot Identify Behavioral Differences That 

Correspond to the Variability in Dopaminergic Neuron Activity at the Onset of 

Locomotion. Principal component analysis (PCA) of behavioral variables during the onset of 

movement. PCA was performed on net motion, forward velocity, turning velocity, and |lateral 

velocity| across a 4 second time window centered on instants of movement initiation (4 

variables × 4 sec time window × 10Hz sampling = 160 initial variables per start). All behaviors 

were z-score normalized over the 4 sec window. (A) Additional proportion of variance 

explained by each additional principal component (PC) in PCA. (B) Most significant PCs. Left 

panel: mean z-score normalized behavioral variables during movement onset. Right panels: top 

4 PCs along which the behavioral data maximally vary. (C-D) Relationship between most 

significant PCs and γ2 (C) and γ4 (D) ΔF/Fo (averaged during 2sec interval after movement 

onset). (C) Average γ2 ΔF/Fo vs projection of corresponding movement onset onto top four PCs 

(top row). All Pearson correlation coefficients are either weak (|r|<.2) or not significant (see 

table below). Pairwise comparison of top three PCs vs γ2 ΔF/Fo for all movement initiations 

(middle row) and highest and lowest 25% of γ2 ΔF/Fo (bottom row). (D) Same as in (C) but for 

γ4. 

 

Significant Pearson correlation coefficients (not corrected) 
 PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 
γ2 -0.1421 n.s. 0.1013 0.1939 
γ4 n.s. n.s. -0.1250 -0.1980 
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(Figure 2.4C), consistent with activity in this compartment being dominated by reward-related 

signaling. We therefore narrowed our focus to the g2, g3, and g4 subpopulations to characterize the 

locomotor-related activity of DANs. 

 

 Although g DAN activity was robustly modulated at the initiation and cessation of 

movement, we also observed rapid and large fluctuations in the DANs during periods of 

continuous locomotion. While g3 DAN activity faithfully reflected whether an animal was walking 

or not, it failed to track the rapid fluctuations in an animal’s velocity evident during periods of 

continuous walking with the same high fidelity. Rather, increases in forward velocity were 

associated with increased g4 activity and decreased g2 activity (Figures 2.7A,B), while increases 

in turning velocity were associated with increased g2 and g3 activity and decreased g4 activity 

(Figures 2.7A,C). We thus see that DANs are reflecting changes in behavior on sub-second 

timescales. However, as seen for movement initiation, these relationships were not consistently 

observed across trials, even within the same individuals (Figure 2.7A). 

 

 To further explore how rapid changes in ongoing locomotion were reflected in the g DANs, 

we again collaborated with Rich Pang to construct linear filters to quantitatively describe the 

relationship between DAN activity and either forward or turning velocity and then used these 

filters to predict DAN activity based on either behavioral parameter (Figures 2.8A-C). On average, 

the forward or turning velocity filters could account for 30-35% of the variance in DAN activity 

during locomotion, but this varied widely between flies, ranging from over 90% to less than 10%, 

further underscoring the dynamic relationship between DAN and motor activity (Figure 2.8D). 
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Figure 2.7 | Dopaminergic Neuron Activity Correlates with Changes in Forward and 

Turning Velocities. (A) Two representative overlays of γ DAN>sytGCaMP6s activity and 

forward velocity (top) and turning velocity (bottom) during periods of continuous locomotion 

(epoch designated by grey dashed box in top trace of net motion). DAN activity is normalized 

to minimum and maximum values during the selected bout of walking. (B) Average activity of 

γ DANs aligned to changes in forward velocity during bouts of continuous movement. N=9772 

movements in 74 flies. (C) Average activity of γ DANs aligned to changes in turning velocity 

during bouts of continuous movement. N=11667 movements in 74 flies. 
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Figure 2.8 | Dopaminergic Neuron Activity Can Be Predicted from Forward or Turning 

Velocity. (A) Linear filters predicting DAN activity during bouts of continuous movement 

using forward velocity (Vf, top) or turning velocity (|Va|, bottom) centered on an eight second 

window as predictors ± 95% confidence interval. N=66 animals, 119 five minute trials. (B) 

Predicted DAN activity from linear filters in (A) based on forward velocity. Overlay of true γ2 

(solid blue, 1st row), γ3 (solid red, 2nd row), and γ4 (solid green, 3rd row) DAN>sytGCaMP6s 

activity and predicted γ DAN activity generated by linear filters in (A) using forward velocity 

(dark gray). (C) Predicted DAN activity from linear filters in (A) based on turning velocity. 

Overlay of true γ2 (solid blue, 1st row), γ3 (solid red, 2nd row), and γ4 (solid green, 3rd row) 

DAN>sytGCaMP6s activity and predicted γ DAN activity generated by linear filters in (A) 

using turning velocity (light gray). (D) Proportion of variance in γ DAN activity explained by 

forward velocity and turning velocity. N=66 animals, 119 five minute trials. Paired t-test with 

Bonferroni correction, p=1.02×10-6 (*) and p=3.07×10-10 (**). 
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Together, these analyses indicate that DAN activity patterns reflect diverse aspects of animal 

behavior that unfold at different timescales, encoding both rapid moment-to-moment fluctuations 

in an animal’s velocity as well as slower changes in an animal’s behavioral state (walking versus 

quiescence) that can persist for tens of seconds to minutes. 

 

 

2.4 Dopaminergic Activity Appears to Precede Movement 

 

 The potential functions of a motor correlate can be constrained by determining if neuronal 

activity precedes or follows the physical action. Neuronal signals that occur prior to movement are 

expected to function in the motivation, planning, selection, or execution of an action378–383, 

whereas neural activity following movement is more likely to convey behavioral feedback or other 

signals that could be used to evaluate an action’s outcome384–396. In vertebrate systems, 

dopaminergic activity both anticipates action, where it acts to motivate, promote, and invigorate 

movement213,214,216,223,374, but can also follows behavior, functioning as the “critic” in actor-critic 

models of dopaminergic based motor learning circuits184–187,397. Although our linear filters 

indicated that DAN activity trailed movement by a few hundred milliseconds, the ~500ms lag 

introduced by the slow calcium indicator GCaMP6s precluded our ability to draw conclusions 

about the temporal relationships between neural activity and movement. High speed imaging of 

either g3 or g4 DANs expressing the fast calcium indicator GCaMP6f371, however, revealed that 

neural activity precedes the onset of locomotion and changes in forward velocity, respectively 

(Figures 2.9A,B). Furthermore, for both g3 or g4 DANs, a cross-correlation analysis revealed a  
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Figure 2.9 | Dopaminergic Activity Appears to Precede Movement. (A) Average γ3 DAN 

(MB441B) > soluble GCaMP6f activity and net motion aligned to the onset of locomotion. 

N=939 movement initiations in 27 flies. Cross-correlation peak at -151 ms, p=1.86×10-107, 

Wilcox sign-rank test across peak correlation times. (B) Average γ4 DAN (MB312B) > soluble 

GCaMP6f activity and forward velocity aligned to the increase in forward velocity during bouts 

of continuous movement. N=948 individual movements in 17 flies. Cross-correlation peak at -

12 ms, p=2.99×10-208, Wilcox sign-rank test across peak correlation times. (C) 

Electrophysiological recording from individual γ3 DAN soma during spontaneous locomotion. 

Somatic spiking activity aligned to onset of locomotion.  Thirteen movement initiations 

performed by two individual animals.  
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significant peak when DAN activity was pushed forward in time. These data suggest that the 

activity of these MB DANs may anticipate, rather than reflect, behavior. 

 

 Despite our functional imaging experiments, we do not have sufficient evidence to 

conclusively prove that DAN activity precedes movement. Even our fast calcium indicator 

GCaMP6f introduces a temporal lag that results in some uncertainty in the alignment of DAN 

activity with movement. To address this concern, we performed preliminary electrophysiological 

recordings from individual g3 soma, which demonstrated that they increase their frequency of 

action potential firing prior to movement initiation (Figure 2.9C). Even with this corroborating 

evidence, however, uncertainty persists as to the precise temporal relationship between neural 

activity and the rapid changes in the fly’s motor output. Our quantification of behavior is limited 

to the movement of the spherical treadmill. Although we never observed limb movement not 

accompanied by rotation of the ball, we lack insight into the temporal delay between muscle 

contraction, leg motion, and movement of the treadmill. Although all available data suggests that 

DAN activity precedes movement, the limitations of our experimental system and the variability 

of DANs impedes our ability to draw strong conclusions regarding this point.   

 

 

2.5 Intrinsic Network Dynamics of Mushroom Body Dopaminergic 

 Circuitry 

 

 Despite their variable relationship to behavior, during periods of ongoing locomotion the 

DANs innervating different compartments were consistently correlated on a sub-second time scale 
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(Figure 2.10A). We calculated the partial correlations between DANs, controlling for potential 

relationships that arise from common behavioral signals. This revealed positive correlations 

between g2 and g3 DANs, g3 and g4 DANs, and g4 and g5 DANs while g2 and g4 DANs were 

strongly negatively correlated (Figure 2.10B). There appeared to be no strong relationship between 

g5 and either g2 or g3 DANs. Some of these intrinsic dynamics between DANs corresponded to 

representations of movement, with an anticorrelation between the magnitudes of the g2 and g4 

DAN responses to locomotion onset (Figure 2.10C) and changes in forward and turning velocity 

(Figure 2.7). 

 

 These network interactions partially mirror, but also deviate from, the coordinated and 

partially antagonistic responses of DANs evoked by flailing movement and external 

reinforcements like ingestion of a sugar reward or exposure to an aversive electric shock. The 

antagonism between g2 and g4 DANs can be at least partially explained by the anatomic evidence 

that the g2 compartment is directly innervated by the inhibitory (glutamatergic) g4 MBON. 

However, the remaining correlations between DAN populations appear to be an emergent and 

dynamic property, rapidly shifting within and between individuals.  Thus the rich interconnections 

between DANs of different compartments351,398–400 shape how behavioral features are represented 

by the DAN population such that opposing patterns of activity in the g2 and g4 compartments are 

evident during both movement initiation (Figure 2.4C  and Figure 2.10C) and changes in forward 

and turning velocity during continuous locomotion (Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8). Other aspects of 

the DAN network appear more flexible, such that g3, for example, can rapidly shift and become 

correlated with either g2 or g4 during ongoing bouts of movement (Figures 2.10A,B).  
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Figure 2.10 | Intrinsic Network Dynamics of Mushroom Body Dopaminergic Circuitry. 

(A) Two representative overlays of DAN>sytGCaMP6s activity from pairs of γ DANs during 

bouts of continuous locomotion (epoch designated by grey dashed box in top trace of net 

motion, same as in Figure 2.7A). (B) Partial correlations between γ DAN subpopulations. N=74 

animals, 178 five minute trials. One-way ANOVA, p=1.73×10-306. (C) Relationships between 

the activity of the different γ DANs during each individual initiation of movement. Pairwise 

comparisons of average ΔF/Fo during the onset of locomotion (1 sec to 2.5 sec after the start of 

movement) in the different γ DANs. Pearson correlation coefficient (r) indicated where 

relationship is statistically significant (p<0.00001). N=1060 movement initiations.  
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2.6 Discussion  

 

 Dopaminergic neurons have been reported to signal reinforcement to instruct 

learning77,101,166,193 , reflect and set an overall level of activity indicative of an internal 

state155,156,179,209,225,401, and encode an animal’s rapid accelerations and shifts in movement to 

promote specific motor actions to shape the structure of real-time locomotion132,133,213–217. These 

often conflicting reports have stimulated an ongoing debate as to how dopamine plays such diverse 

and varied roles. There may be distinct dopaminergic subpopulations dedicated to specific 

functions or the same pathways could perform multiple tasks in parallel.  

 

 Our study of the MB indicates that both of these modes of dopaminergic circuitry can 

coexist simultaneously. Within the MB, the very same neurons that respond to reinforcing sensory 

cues to instruct learning also contain a rich and detailed representation of the moment-to-moment 

motor actions of an animal. Motor-correlates, however, are not equivalent across the dopaminergic 

subpopulations. While certain subsets of DANs, such as g5, appear to be dedicated to signaling the 

rewarding nature of sensory stimuli, others contain multiplexed representations of both external 

reinforcements and movement (g2, g3, and g4). Both the rapid changes in movement, such as 

accelerating or turning, that occur over the course of hundreds of milliseconds, as well as slower 

shifts in behavioral state that occurred over tens of seconds to minutes were differentially encoded 

by these DAN subpopulations. Similarly, MB DANs have been proposed to control behavior that 

unfolds over even longer periods, such as sleep cycles259,260,262,263, suggesting that these 

populations are reflecting locomotor behavior over multiple timescales, from hours and days to 

fractions of seconds.  
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 Just as distinct motor-correlates were observed across the g lobe, representations of the 

reward varied between compartments as well. Individual DAN subpopulations have been reported 

to respond to different stimuli or have been implicated in the ability of a sensory modality to act 

as a reinforcer348,350,354,363. We find that even responses to a single stimulus vary across the different 

DAN subsets. Although both g4 and g5 DANs were activated by sugar, we noted that activity in 

g5 usually increased prior to that of g4. Simultaneous monitoring of the fly’s behavior 

demonstrated that this earlier activity was concurrent with the forelimbs of an animal touching the 

approaching sugar droplet (data not shown). The DANs innervating the g lobe have been 

subdivided into populations that underlie the formation of long-term memory (LTM), in which a 

nutritive sugar is required as a reinforcer, and short-term memory, (STM) where a non-nutritive 

but sweet tasting compound is sufficient to instill a transient association334,336,352–355,363. Different 

DAN subsets have been proposed to receive input from different sensory pathways, explaining 

their distinct and parallel roles in memory formation332,354,363. Our functional imaging data supports 

this model and provides evidence of differential representations of rewarding sugar within the MB 

DANs. In our preparation, g4, which is implicated in STM formation, appears to respond to only 

to the ingestion of the sugar, while g5, which is associated with LTM, appears to respond to both 

the ingestion and peripheral tasting of it. Consistent with our findings, the gustatory receptor 43a 

(Gr43a) is required for LTM formation and Gr43a-expressing neurons are believed to feed only 

into LTM-associated DANs like g5. Gr43a-expressing neurons are found throughout the fly’s 

body, but are enriched in the forelimbs402, which are in contact with the approaching sugar droplet 

when we observe increased g5 activity. These observations suggest that the g4 and g5 
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compartments represent distinct features of a stimulus that may emerge from different connectivity 

with afferent sensory pathways. 

 

 Differential input onto the separate dopaminergic subpopulations may likewise explain 

their non-equivalent representations of movement. Motor planning circuits controlling rapid 

accelerations during continuous locomotion may specifically link to g2 and g4 DANs, while 

pathways associated with more stable behavioral states connect to g3 DANs. Similarly, motor 

circuits would not be predicted to be in contact with the dendrites of g5 DANs. Despite a great deal 

of overlap in their dendritic arbors, specific DANs extend projections into distinct neuropils that 

would allow for differential input256.  

 

 Segregated inputs onto DANs may be matched by distinct outputs. Preliminary evidence 

from our lab (data not shown) and others suggest connections between specific MBONs and 

neurons that innervate the fan-shaped body256,339, a structure within the central complex with a 

well-defined role in navigational control of movement367–369,403,404. The connections between 

MBONs and downstream pathways may be specific and segregated such that the activity of any 

one can only affect a limited range of behaviors. This theoretical connectivity would match 

behavioral data indicating that only a fraction of the MBONs can alone bias an animal towards 

avoidance or approach339. If MBONs are dedicated to modulating a discrete set of behaviors, then 

it would be logical for their corresponding DANs to reflect only the relevant sensorimotor 

variables. Alternatively, DAN activity in different compartments may be relayed by MBONs to 

downstream integrators, allowing multiple different features of the animal’s context and 

experience to influence a wide range of behaviors. In support of this model, combinatorial 
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activation of MBONs that alone do not alter behavior can have profound effects on avoidance and 

approach339.  

 

 In support of an integration of the MB’s efferent signal, anatomic and functional studies 

suggest rich interconnections between the inputs and outputs of the MB351,398,400,405. Activation of 

individual MBONs produces distinct patterns of DAN activity across the lobes351, demonstrating 

that the DANs receive recurrent input from efferent pathways. A potential explanation of the 

heterogeneous and variable relationship between DANs and movement that we observe is that the 

activity of each DAN subpopulation may be the product of both distinct and unique sensorimotor 

inputs and recurrent feedback from MBONs innervating separate compartments. If the strength of 

these inputs is dynamic, then the dominance of a given modality on an individual DAN subset and 

on the MB as a whole could be flexibly controlled such that the relative strength of a correlation 

between DANs and a behavior or sensory stimulus would wax and wane. Such a system would 

permit cross-talk between sensory and motor aspects of the fly’s experience as they exert shifting 

and varying levels of influence on the net output of the MB and the fly’s behavior. The different 

patterns of DAN activity observed in flailing flies compared with flies walking on a treadmill 

similarly imply that ongoing DAN activity is flexibly dependent on the fly’s immediate behavioral 

context. Although our partial correlation analysis suggests that network patterns of activity exist 

independent of sensorimotor variables, it is clear that the functional relationships between DANs 

are not absolute, but rather an emergent property that can change as animals move through their 

environment. Therefore representations of sensory and motor variables can map onto intrinsic 

circuit dynamics, while at the same time specific motor actions or external cues can reconfigure 

DAN activity patterns to promote a given network state. The activity in any one DAN compartment 
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may therefore be biased towards correlating with certain sensorimotor variables because of 

specific synaptic inputs, but at the same time be functionally flexible, tunable to the activity of 

other compartments to align with a relevant context, internal state, or external environment. Just 

as neuromodulation by dopamine imparts flexibility to its downstream targets, dopaminergic 

networks themselves may be functionally flexible.  

 

 Ongoing efforts to use electron microscopy to reconstruct the Drosophila brain’s entire 

connectome and the use of genetically encoded markers of functional connections25,406,407 will soon 

provide insight into the connectivity of both DANs and MBONs. In combination with functional 

analyses, these anatomic studies will greatly enhance our understanding of how the MB DANs 

dynamically interact with afferent, efferent, and recurrent pathways to influence behavior.  

 

 Our description of differential representations of reward- and movement-related activity 

across the MB DANs presents a striking parallel between insect and mammalian dopaminergic 

networks. The multiplexed encoding of reward- and movement-related variables within individual 

dopaminergic neuron and the heterogeneity between dopaminergic neurons that have been 

observed in the mammalian midbrain199,213,214,216,220 are recapitulated in the Drosophila MB. We 

see a high degree of complexity, heterogeneity, and variability in just a fraction of the ~120 MB 

DANs, suggesting that the signaling of reward, representation of behavioral and internal states, 

and encoding of immediate movements are inherently interconnected processes linked within 

dopaminergic circuitry with a conserved functional logic. While the intricacy and size of vertebrate 

dopaminergic circuits presents a challenge to their study, the organized structure and simplicity of 
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the MB allows for an exploration of the nature and utility of these multifaceted signals with 

potential relevance to the physiology of mammalian dopaminergic pathways.  

 

 Individual dopaminergic neurons may be carrying representations of multiple variables 

simultaneously or they may be relaying a more complex and abstract feature of the fly’s experience 

connected to both sugar ingestion and certain motor actions. The fact that the mapping between 

DAN activity and apparently indistinguishable behaviors is variable, coupled with our observation 

that DAN activity precedes the onset of movement, suggests that these neuromodulatory pathways 

are not simply encoding the detailed kinematics of locomotion, but are instead reflecting other, 

potentially higher order, cognitive variables that are nonetheless intimately related to the moment-

by-moment movements of the fly. While our focus on spontaneous locomotion allowed us to 

isolate relationships between DANs and movement, it precluded any insight into the nature and 

meaning of these motor correlates. In the next chapter, I will relate how we developed tools to 

record from these DANs during goal-directed olfactory navigation and how these experiments 

provided insights into the nature and meaning of these representations of movement. 
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Chapter 3 

 

 

Activity of Dopaminergic Neurons Correlates with the 

Strength of the Behavioral Response to Odor 

 

 

3.1 Introduction  

 

 The complex and heterogeneous patterns of dopaminergic neuron activity, with their 

multiple sensory and behavioral correlates, have prompted an ongoing debate as to the nature and 

meaning of the dopamine signal147,179,198,208,218,220,222,225,227. Although specialized subpopulations 

of dopaminergic neurons exhibiting apparently dedicated responses to appetitive reward, punitive 

reinforcement, choice, movement initiation, velocity, orientation, or posture, have been 

reported160,164,165,169,176–178,181,183,214–217,226,377, other studies have shown that individual 

dopaminergic neurons display multiplexed representations of both sensory cues and specific 
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parameters of movement199,216,220. One explanation for these findings is that dopaminergic neurons 

carry multiple distinct forms of information simultaneously, expressed through dissimilar and 

distinguishable patterns of activity207,209,210,212. Alternatively, representations of locomotion and 

reward conveyed by a single neuron have been proposed to reflect different aspects of the same 

unitary variable. For example, the correlation of mesolimbic dopaminergic neurons with both the 

latency to initiate a learned task and the delivery of reward after its successful completion suggests 

that this population encodes a single variable: an effort-to-value ratio representing the available 

reward relative to the amount of energy or level of exertion needed to achieve it147. In separate 

studies, the correlation of dopaminergic neurons with both sensory cues that predict reward in a 

learned task and specific motor actions used during the task argue that these sensory and motor 

correlates are analogous representations of the animal’s expectations of a positive future outcome 

within a given context199.  

 

 The question of what is encoded in the multiplexed activity of dopaminergic neurons 

remains unresolved. Attempts to establish a consensus have been hampered by the deep anatomic 

location, intricate pattern of innervation, and functional heterogeneity of mammalian 

dopaminergic systems228–230, leading to conflicting reports and interpretations. The apparently 

flexible nature of dopaminergic pathways makes them inherently difficult to study in that their 

activity differs depending on the task parameters and requirements of a given experimental 

context. Different studies may therefore be examining distinct populations or the same functionally 

dynamic population in a distinct setting. Moreover, most studies of dopaminergic pathways have 

focused on animals engaged in learned tasks where it is difficult to distinguish movement-related 
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signals from representations of other variables related to the task, such as learned action, sensory 

association, reward expectation, or motivation147,148,160,198,218.     

 

 Our study of the Drosophila MB as a representative dopaminergic system, as presented in 

Chapter 2, revealed that like their mammalian counterparts, DANs innervating the g lobe exhibit 

multiplexed representations of both reinforcement stimuli and the moment-by-moment 

movements of the fly during naturalistic and spontaneous locomotion. The relationship between 

these two correlates is unknown: they may be distinct streams of information or they may be 

interconnected, representing two different aspects of a single variable. A thorough examination of 

the motor-related signals in DANs to determine what features of an animal’s experience they 

correspond to will provide insight into the meaning of these signals. Such a study will likewise 

provide insight into the nature of complex patterns of dopaminergic activity observed throughout 

the animal kingdom.  

 

 The mapping between g DAN activity and apparently indistinguishable behaviors was not 

stereotyped even within the same individual (see Chapter 2). In our experimental system, the 

animals were provided no overt sensory stimulation and other than their contact with the treadmill, 

they received no sensory feedback as a consequence of their actions. As DAN activity appears to 

precede movement initiation, one possible explanation for the variability we observe may be a 

disconnect between the intended and actual actions of an animal due to its inability to evaluate its 

movements in this artificial tethered paradigm. Indeed, in comparative studies where flies were 

transitioned from a sensory-unresponsive (open loop) setting to a context in which their behavior 

is capable of altering elements of their sensory environment (closed loop), important differences 
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emerged in how neural networks, especially those in higher brain centers, represent sensory and 

motor information408. In addition, in studies examining behavior when animals are deprived of 

sensory feedback, perception of velocity, orientation, and location are severely impaired and 

become disconnected from reality409.  

 

 Alternatively, rather than encoding the detailed aspects of physical movement, the DANs 

may be reflecting a more abstract feature of the fly’s experience. The correspondence between 

how certain movement parameters and reinforcing stimuli are represented by DANs (i.e. reciprocal 

patterns of g2/g4 activity during motion onset, forward acceleration, turning, sugar ingestion, and 

electric shock) suggests that variability may arise because the DANs are encoding a more general 

behavioral context that is independent of the animal’s specific actions. Such a model of DAN 

activity would parallel findings in mammalian dopaminergic pathways that have been proposed to 

reflect motivation such that they correlate with the animal’s engagement with a task and the vigor 

with which they perform it147,148,156,225,410.  

 

 To probe these possibilities, we sought to monitor DAN activity as an animal locomoted 

in a sensory responsive environment and performed a purposive behavior with a clear and 

appreciable end-goal. We focused on odor tracking behavior because the MB serves as a major 

target of olfactory information256,307,313 and has a well-established role in both the formation of 

olfactory associations253,254,285,301,411 and in naïve responses to odor248–250,358,359. Animals use odor 

to detect the presence and proximity of food sources, conspecific mates or competitors, and 

predators or other threats. Animals rely on a combination of olfactory cues along with the ability 

to sense the strength and direction of airflow to bring them to the source of an odor. A well-
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described strategy utilized by animals to locate the source of appetitive odors is anemotaxis, 

whereby an animal reorients in an airstream to turn upwind upon encountering an appealing 

olfactory stimulus, making anemotaxis a quantifiable behavior with an explicit purpose412–421. We 

therefore took advantage of a paradigm developed by a former student in the lab, Raffi Cohn, that 

allowed us to examine DAN activity as animals navigated in an airstream and responded to an 

olfactory stimulus. These experiments, combined with our knowledge of how the g DANs encode 

spontaneous movements, present an opportunity to connect motor-related signals in DANs to an 

animal’s goal-directed behavior. 

 

 In this chapter, I present our investigation into the nature of movement-related signaling in 

the g DANs to determine the features of the animal’s experience to which they correspond. I 

describe our use of a closed loop olfactory system to record MB DAN activity as animals actively 

tracked an olfactory stimulus, allowing us to gain insight into how goal-directed and sensory-

triggered movements are represented by the MB DANs.   

 

 

3.2  Goal-Directed Olfactory Behaviors 

 

 To explore the nature of movement-related signaling in the MB g DANs we sought to 

record from these populations as animals performed goal-directed behaviors with appreciable 

ends, specifically anemotaxis, a common navigational strategy displayed by many insect species, 

including Drosophila244,418–420,422–426.  
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 To assess this behavior, we took advantage of an assay developed by Thomas Graham, a 

former postdoc in the laboratory, in which a cohort of 4-7 freely moving flies were recorded 

walking within in a small rectangular chamber (2 cm by 5 cm) in a constant laminar flow of clean 

air drawn from the surrounding environment. At designated times, air from the headspace of a 

bottle containing the appetitive food odor apple cider vinegar (ACV), was directed into the 

chambers without altering the net flow of air (Figures 3.1A,B). We found that flies displayed robust 

upwind tracking in response to a brief (1 second) pulse of ACV (Figure 3.1C). Animals tracked 

upwind primarily by reorienting, changing their heading, and walking in the upwind direction, 

although animals also increased their velocity as they moved towards the odor source (Figure 

3.1D). A small fraction of animals were already walking in the upwind direction at the time of 

odor presentation and consequently responded to the odor solely by increasing their upwind speed 

(Figure 3.1E). These assays indicate that flies robustly respond to ACV by employing different 

navigational strategies depending on their immediate behavioral context when they encounter the 

odor.   

 

 To assess if these behavioral responses depended on an animal’s internal satiety state, we 

compared tracking in fed and starved animals and found that, consistent with previous 

reports275,276,427–431, fed flies displayed significantly diminished upwind tracking to ACV (Figures 

3.2A,B). An animal’s energy expenditure must be carefully regulated and it must balance the 

energetic costs of foraging with its metabolic requirements. Fed flies are less likely to engage in 

exploration and anemotaxis because their immediate need to locate a new food source is low. The 

upwind movement of their starved counterparts in response to ACV is therefore compelled by their 

ultimate end-goal of bringing themselves into contact with a presently needed food source. We  
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Figure 3.1 | Different Navigational Strategies for Appetitive Approach to Apple Cider 

Vinegar. (A) Illustration of the movements of freely moving flies before, during, and after 

presentation of ACV in behavioral chambers. (B) Illustration of chamber assay showing how 

airflow switches across manifolds between odor presentations to come from the top or bottom 

of the chamber on alternating odor presentations. Additional valves were used to switch airflow 

from glass bottle containing water to an odor-containing bottle. (C) Average upwind 

displacement (top) and proportion of animals walking upwind (bottom) ± 95% confidence 

interval before, during, and after a 1sec pulse of ACV in freely moving animals in our 

behavioral chambers. Presence of odor indicated by semi-transparent orange bar. N=15 cohorts, 

300 odor presentations. (D-E) Behavioral responses of individual flies to ACV presentation 

when they were walking crosswind (D, N=637) or upwind (E, N=224) at the time of odor onset. 

Trajectories of individual flies (top). Average |heading| and upwind velocity ± 95% confidence 

interval (bottom). Presence of odor indicated by semi-transparent orange bar. 
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Figure 3.2 | Upwind Tracking is Reduced in Fed Flies and Animals Display Diminished 

Approach to Carbon Dioxide. (A-B) Fed animals have diminished behavioral responses to 

ACV. (A) Average upwind displacement (top) and proportion of animals walking upwind 

(bottom) ± 95% confidence interval in 12-18 hour starved (black) and fed (maroon) flies before, 

during, and after a 1sec pulse of ACV in freely moving animals in our behavioral chambers. 

Presence of odor indicated by semi-transparent orange bar. N=15 cohorts, 300 odor 

presentations. (B) Fed animals have diminished behavioral responses to ACV. Upwind 

displacement (left), average upwind velocity (middle), and average |heading| of 12-18 hour 

starved (black) and fed (maroon) paired cohorts of animals during a 1sec presentation of ACV. 

Paired t-test with Bonferroni correction, p=8.085×10-7 (**), p=2.166×10-5 (*), and p=2.053×10-

14 (***). N=15 cohorts, 300 odor presentations. (C-D) Flies have diminished behavioral 

responses to CO2 compared to ACV. (C) Average upwind displacement (top) and proportion 

of animals walking upwind (bottom) ± 95% confidence interval in flies before, during, and after 

a 1sec pulse of either ACV (black) or CO2 (grey) in freely moving animals in our behavioral 

chambers. Presence of odor indicated by area shaded in blue. N=55 cohorts, 550 presentations 

per odor. (B) Animals have diminished behavioral responses to CO2 compared to ACV. Upwind 

displacement (left), average upwind velocity (middle), and average |heading| of paired cohorts 

of animals during a 1sec presentation of either ACV (black) or CO2 (grey). Paired t-test with 

Bonferroni correction, p=4. 5×10-18 (*), p=8.7×10-26 (**), and p=3.9×10-45 (***). N=55 cohorts, 

550 presentations per odor. 
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also compared the behavioral responses evoked by ACV to those elicited by carbon dioxide (CO2), 

an aversive chemical cue released by flies to signal stress248,249,432–434. Flies generally did not 

display upwind tracking to CO2 and, on average, appeared to pause during CO2 exposure and 

increase their upwind tracking after it was removed (Figures 3.2C,D). These experiments 

demonstrate that animals track towards appetitive food odors depending on their satiety state.  

 

 

3.3 A Closed Loop Olfactory Paradigm 

 

 To replicate this odor-evoked anemotaxis under the microscope, we took advantage of a 

closed loop paradigm in which the heading of a tethered fly walking on the air-supported foam 

ball was yoked to the position of a tube carrying an airstream capable of rotating 360° around the 

animal (Figure 3.3A). Odor could also be injected into the airstream without changing the net flow, 

allowing us to observe how animals behaviorally responded to olfactory stimuli. This system 

therefore placed the animals in a virtual reality, allowing them to control their orientation relative 

to a clean airstream or odor plume by changing their turning velocity. As in freely moving animals, 

tethered flies in this paradigm frequently reoriented and maintained an upwind trajectory in 

response to the presentation of ACV, resulting in a net upwind displacement towards the fictive 

odor source (Figure 3.3B). This closed loop system thus allowed us to record from the DANs as 

an animal actively tracked towards a fictive odor source.  
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Figure 3.3 | The Closed Loop Experimental Paradigm Replicates Odor-Evoked 

Anemotaxis Under the Microscope. (A) Schematic of closed loop experimental paradigm 

(top) where the animal’s instantaneous heading is relayed to a motor controlling the position of 

an air tube relative to the fly. Bottom: top-down view of a tethered fly showing the position of 

the air tube during upwind and crosswind movement. (B) Comparison of trajectories of freely 

moving and tethered flies during anemotaxis. Top: trajectories of individual freely moving flies 

in our behavioral chambers aligned to their positions at the beginning of a 1sec presentation of 

ACV. Trajectories include animal location 1sec before and 2 sec after odor. Bottom: Fictive 2D 

trajectory of tethered fly walking in closed loop and responding to four 10sec presentations of 

ACV over a 5 minute trial. 
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3.4 Dopaminergic Neurons and Movement in Closed Loop 

 

 When animals walked in clean air in this closed loop system, the relationship between 

DAN activity and different behavioral variables appeared generally similar to those measured in 

flies walking in the absence of any overt external sensory feedback. g3, for example, remained 

highly positively correlated with movement onset. Variability was still observed in how g2 and g4 

DANs represented the onset of locomotion (Figure 3.4A), but these different neural signals were 

now, on average, associated with differences in an animal’s movement as it initiated a walking 

bout. For example, depressed g2 activity during movement initiation was generally associated with 

faster accelerations and a reorientation in the upwind direction. Similarly, elevated g4 activity, on 

average, accompanied faster movement initiations with larger accelerations in the forward 

direction (Figure 3.4B). Variability persisted in the relationship between patterns of g2 and g4 

DAN activity and how the animals were physically initiating locomotion and these correlations 

only emerged on average when comparing the most extreme neural differences. As these closed 

loop movements are still spontaneous, we are hesitant to draw strong conclusions. One possibility, 

however, is that these apparent differences in neural representations may be due to overall changes 

in brain activity when flies are in a sensory responsive environment408. Alternatively, as will be 

expanded upon in forthcoming sections, these differential representations may emerge due to 

differences in the goal of specific movements or the behavioral context of the animal when it is in 

a closed loop environment.  

 

 We observed comparable fluctuations in DAN activity associated with the rapid changes 

in forward and turning velocity that were noted during spontaneous bouts of locomotion in a  
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Figure 3.4 | Mushroom Body Dopaminergic Neuron Representations of Movement 

Initiation in Closed Loop. (A) Pearson correlation coefficient between the increase in net 

motion and change in DAN>sytGCaMP6s activity during initiations of sustained movement 

(≥3 sec) following a pause (≥2 sec) in animals spontaneously walking in closed loop. Ordered 

by average motion-γ4 correlation for all starts within an individual animal. N=32 animals, 452 

movement initiations. (B) DAN activity and parameters of locomotion during movement 

initiations when γ2 and γ4 DANs were most differentially active in animals walking in closed 

loop. Left: average γ2 ΔF/Fo (top row), net motion (2nd row), forward velocity (3rd row), turning 

velocity (4th row), |lateral velocity| (5th row), net acceleration (6th row), forward acceleration 

(7th row), turning acceleration (8th row), lateral acceleration (9th row), and Δheading (10th row)  

± 95% confidence interval as animals initiated sustained locomotion (as in Figure 2.4C) in 20% 

of starts with highest (dark blue, trials below lower white dashed line in Figure 2.4C) and lowest 

(light blue, trials above upper white dashed line in Figure 2.4C) average γ2 ΔF/Fo. Right: Same 

as left but for γ4. All behavioral variables are normalized by average values during bouts of 

continuous movement during the 5-minute recording trial. N=91 movement initiations per 

grouping. 
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sensory-restricted environment (Figure 3.5A). Moreover, linear filters predicting DAN activity 

based on forward or turning velocity were similar when generated from either closed loop or 

spontaneous movement (Figure 3.5B). To further probe how representations of movement were 

altered in closed loop, we recorded from flies first without any overt sensory stimulation and then 

in closed loop where they could control their orientation relative to an airstream, allowing for 

comparisons within the same individual. These experiments revealed subtle but consistent 

differences between the two conditions (Figure 3.5A). To quantitatively assess how the 

relationships between DAN activity and movement were altered across conditions in the same fly, 

we constructed simple linear models from the activity of all the g DANs and compared their ability 

to predict a specific behavioral parameter. We found that models predicting forward velocity were 

consistently improved when using DAN activity from animals in the closed loop context, 

explaining more of the variance with less residual error (Figure 3.5C). This appeared to be driven 

primarily by a higher correlation between g4 DANs and forward velocity, as the coefficients 

associated with that compartment alone were significantly higher in closed loop (Figure 3.5D). 

Like differences in the neural representations of movement onset, this improved correlation 

between g4 DANs and forward velocity may be due to a general increase in the coherence of neural 

activity when animals are in closed loop or may be specifically related to a different behavioral 

context that emerges when animals are in a sensory-responsive environment. 

  

 In all of our previous recordings of the g DANs, we observed equivalent activity across the 

two hemispheres of the fly’s brain. In closed loop, however, we noted a significant difference 

between the activity in the left and right g4 compartments that appeared to relate to the turning 

velocity of a fly (Figures 3.6A,B). One possibility is that g4 DANs carry information about the  
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Figure 3.5 | Mushroom Body Dopaminergic Neurons Encode Rapid Changes in Forward 

and Turning Velocity in Closed Loop. (A) Representative overlays of γ DAN>sytGCaMP6s 

activity and forward velocity during periods of continuous locomotion of two individuals 

walking spontaneously without any overt sensory input (SR, left) and in closed loop (CL, right). 

DAN activity is normalized to minimum and maximum values during the selected bout of 

walking. (B) Linear filters predicting DAN activity (as in Figure 2.8A) during bouts of 

continuous movement using forward velocity (top) or turning velocity (bottom) centered on an 

eight second window as predictors ± 95% confidence interval for animals walking in closed 

loop (CL, dark lines) and animals walking spontaneously without any overt sensory input (SR, 

light lines, same as in Figure 2.8A). CL: N=20 animals, 32 five minute trials. SR: N=66 animals, 

119 five minute trials. (C-D) Representations of forward velocity in MB DAN network 

improves when animals are transitioned from SR to CL. Linear models predicting forward 

velocity from γ DAN activity during continuous locomotion under SR or CL conditions were 

compared within the same individuals. (C) Sum of the square of the residuals (left) and 

proportion of variance explained (right) from SR model compared to CL model. (C) 

Coefficients associated with the activity of the γ DANs in linear models generated from flies 

walking in SR and CL. Paired t-test with Bonferroni correction, p<10-6 (***), p<10-4 (**), 

p<0.01 (*). N=22 flies. 
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Figure 3.6 | Interhemispheric Difference in γ4 Dopaminergic Neuron Activity Reflects 

Change in Wind Direction Relative to the Fly. (A) Average interhemispheric difference in 

the activity of γ DANs aligned to turning movements performed during spontaneous locomotion 

in closed loop. γ DAN activity z-score normalized by average GCaMP signal during epochs of 

continuous movement. N=22 animals, 1113 individual turns. (B) Interhemispheric difference 

of γ4 DAN activity overlaid with turning velocity (top) or air tube velocity (bottom) in a 

representative example of a fly in closed loop (left, unshaded) and when being presented with 

a pseudorandom white noise pattern of air tube movement (right, grey shading). (C) Variance 

in γ4 DAN activity explained using only the fly’s turning velocity, only the airstream’s 

movement velocity, or both during presentation of the white noise pattern of air tube 

movements. N=3 flies, 5 total 5-minute trials each composed of alternating 1 minute periods of 

closed loop or white noise. Paired t-test with Bonferroni correction, p<0.05 (*).  
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heading of an animal through the differential activity across the two hemispheres. Such a 

representation would only emerge in closed loop when the fly had a sensory cue with which to 

orient its heading. In closed loop, however, the position of the airflow around the animal is 

intrinsically yoked to the turning of a fly, raising the possibility that the inter-hemispheric 

difference could arise from changes in wind direction. To determine if this differential g4 activity 

was related to the movement of the animal or contingent on its sensory experience, we recorded 

from the same animals in both closed loop and while providing them with a pseudorandom rotating 

airstream (a temporally filtered white noise pattern) unlinked from the fly’s behavior. In closed 

loop, the difference in g4 activity across the left and right hemispheres mirrored both the animal’s 

turning and the change in air tube position (which are inherently tethered together); however, when 

behavior was uncoupled from the movement of the airstream, this was no longer the case. Although 

over a timescale of multiple seconds the inter-hemisphere difference superficially appeared to 

align with the animal’s turning, over the finer time frame of hundreds of milliseconds the transient 

differences between the left and right g4 DANs were more strongly associated with the rapid 

changes in the position of the air tube (Figure 3.6B). To quantitatively assess these relationships, 

we constructed a linear model to predict the left-right difference in g4 activity during presentation 

of the white noise pattern from either behavior, air tube velocity, or both, and found that 

significantly more of the variance in g4 activity was explained by the movement of the airstream, 

with little additional contribution from the turning behavior of the fly (Figure 3.6C). Therefore, 

riding on top of the movement-related g4 DAN activity is a sensory representation of the changing 

direction of airflow around an animal.   
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3.5 Activity of Dopaminergic Neurons During Odor Tracking 

 

 In addition to the subtle differences in the neural representation of sensory and motor 

variables that emerged when animals were transitioned into closed loop, we examined the 

correlations between DAN activity and behavior during olfactory navigation and anemotaxis. We 

therefore presented flies walking in our closed loop system with 10 seconds of ACV interleaved 

with 30 seconds of clean air. We were able to capture a variety of behavioral responses to odor 

because although animals often reoriented to walk upwind, they also modulated their velocity and 

occasionally walked downwind or crosswind within the odor plume (Figure 3.7).  

 

 On average, g4 DANs were activated by ACV. This odor is released by fruit and other 

organic matter that are a source of food for Drosophila and an advantageous location for egg-

laying and larval development. ACV is therefore innately predictive of essential nutrients and 

rewarding food. The observed responses in g4 are thus consistent with the sensitivity of this 

dopaminergic pathway to appetitive sensory cues. In contrast, g2 DANs and g3 DANs were 

inhibited or unresponsive to ACV stimulation (Figure 3.7A). A notable feature of odor-evoked 

DAN activity, however, was its variability, even between sequential trials within an individual 

animal (Figure 3.7B). This variation appeared related to the nature of the behavioral response to 

the odor. In particular, g4 responses were strongest during trials when animals vigorously 

reoriented in the odor plume to track upwind and weaker when animals failed to alter their heading 

and continued to walk crosswind instead (Figure 3.7B). Plotting the magnitude of g4 DAN 

responses as a function of the net upwind displacement in the odor plume revealed that g4 DAN 

activity was correlated with the strength of the evoked tracking response (Figure 3.7C). g2 DAN 
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Figure 3.7 | Mushroom Body Dopaminergic Neurons Encode the Strength of Behavioral 
Responses to Apple Cider Vinegar. (A) Triggered average of γ DAN ΔF/Fo before, during, 
and after odor presentation. Thick dark lines indicate average γ DAN activity. Translucent thin 
lines represent DAN activity from individual odor presentations. Fo= average sytGCAMP6s 
activity from t=-10 to t=0 seconds before the onset of odor. Orange bar indicates odor pulse. 
N=26 flies, 143 odor presentations. (B) Fictive 2D position and DAN>sytGCAMP6s activity 
as animals respond to odor stimuli. Top row: fictive 2D trajectory of a tethered animal as it 
walks in closed loop during two consecutive five minute trials. During each trial animals were 
presented with a continuous flow of clean air and received five 10sec presentations of the odor 
apple cider vinegar (ACV). Clean air presentation indicated in black and ACV presentation 
indicated in orange. Middle row: zoomed in depiction of indicated trajectories over 20 sec 
period centered on ACV presentation (10sec prior to odor and 10sec during odor). Bottom row: 
γ DAN ΔF/Fo before and during odor presentation (10 sec prior to odor and 10sec during odor). 
Fo defined as in (A). (C) γ2 and γ4 DAN activity during odor presentation is correlated with 
upwind displacement and change in absolute heading. Average γ DAN ΔF/Fo vs upwind 
displacement (left), Δ|heading| (middle), and Δforward velocity (right) during odor 
presentation. Upwind displacement normalized by average net motion during movement bouts. 
γ DAN ΔF/Fo is averaged over t=2 to t=10 sec after odor onset. Fo defined as in (A). Pearson 
correlation coefficient (r) indicated where relationship is statistically significant (p<0.00001 
with Bonferroni correction). Fisher r-to-z transformation indicates significant differences in 
correlation coefficients for γ4-Δ|heading| and γ4-Δforward velocity relationship with z=6.65. 
N=26 flies, 143 odor presentations. (D) Upwind displacement in odor is determined by an 
animal’s orientation rather than speed. Upwind displacement vs average Δ|heading| (left) and 
average Δforward velocity (right) during odor presentation. Points are color-coded by 
magnitude of average γ DAN ΔF/Fo in odor. Average γ DAN ΔF/Fo in odor is calculated as in 
(C) and average Δ|heading| and average Δforward velocity are calculated identically to average 
γ DAN ΔF/Fo. Upwind displacement is normalized as in (C) Pearson correlation coefficient (r) 
for the relationship between upwind displacement and Δ|heading| is r = -0.6000 with p=0.00001. 
Pearson correlation coefficient (r) for the relationship between upwind displacement and 
Δforward velocity is r=0.2878 with p=0.0005. Fisher r-to-z transformation indicates significant 
differences in correlation coefficients with z=8.28. N=26 flies, 143 odor presentations. (E) 
Inverse correlation between odor responses in γ2 and γ4 DANs. ΔF/Fo of DAN>sytGCaMP6s 
in the γ2 vs γ4 compartments during odor presentation. ΔF/Fo average calculated as in (C). 
Pearson correlation coefficient (r) indicated where relationship is statistically significant 
(p<0.00001). N=26 flies, 143 odor presentations. 
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activity was also modulated by the strength of the behavioral response, with the largest inhibition 

apparent in trials where the net upwind displacement was greatest. Indeed the odor responses in g2 

and g4 DANs were strongly anti-correlated (Figure 3.7E), indicating that the antagonistic 

interaction between these DANs was maintained during odor tracking. The dependence of DAN 

activity on tracking could not be explained by differences in the efficacy of odor stimulation when 

animals walked upwind or crosswind since KC responses to ACV were equivalent independent of 

the position of the odor tube (Figure 3.8A).  Furthermore, these correlations were not apparent 

when animals walked in clean air (Figure 3.8B), suggesting they reflect an emergent property of 

the DAN network that arises when animals are engaged in odor tracking. 

 

 In the closed loop paradigm, flies tracked towards the fictive odor source predominantly 

by decreasing their absolute heading to reorient in the upwind direction, rather than increasing 

their forward velocity to walk faster (Figure 3.7D). While changes in the heading were well 

correlated with the magnitude of DAN responses, forward velocity was not, suggesting that DAN 

activity may be tuned to behavioral variables relevant to odor navigation (Figures 3.7C,D). To 

further explore the relationship between DAN activity and these behavioral variables during odor 

tracking, we calculated a cross-correlation matrix at various temporal offsets relative to the odor 

stimulus  (Figure 3.9A). This analysis reveals how DAN activity at one time point correlates with 

past, present, and future behavior, with points along the diagonal reflecting real-time correlations 

while points below and above the diagonal are indicative of correlations with preceding or 

subsequent behavior, respectively. As expected from the linear filters (Figure 2.8A and Figure 

3.5A), g2 and g4 DAN activity tracked an animal’s current forward velocity in clean air, evident 

by the significant  
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Figure 3.8 | Odor Responses of Intrinsic Mushroom Body Neurons Are Not Sensitive to 

Direction of Airflow and Animal Orientation is Not Reflected in Dopaminergic Neuron 

Activity in the Absence of Odor. (A) ΔF/Fo of GCaMP6s activity in γ Kenyon cells (KCs) 

during a 10 sec presentation of ACV from different angles relative to the fly (left). Fo= average 

GCAMP6s activity from t=-10 to t=0 seconds before the onset of odor. Average ΔF/Fo of 

GCaMP6s in γ KCs during odor presentation at different orientations (right). One-way 

ANOVA, no statistical significance. (B) Linear filters predicting DAN activity (as in Figure 

2.8A) during bouts of continuous movement using |heading| centered on an eight second 

window as predictors ± 95% confidence interval for animals walking in closed loop during the 

presentation of clean air. N=20 animals, 32 five minute trials.  
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Figure 3.9 | Mushroom Body Dopaminergic Neurons Correlate with Orientation in an 

Odor Plume and Anticipate Future Tracking. (A) Cross-correlation matrix between forward 

velocity (left) and |heading| (right) and γ DAN activity during the 10 sec prior to odor and the 

10 sec during odor presentation. Diagonal represents real-time while points above and below 

represent the correlation of γ DAN activity with future and past behavior, respectively. (B) 

Same as (A) except centered on a 20 sec epoch during which only clean air is presented to the 

animal (10 sec offset from actual odor presentation). Colored points indicate statistically 

significant correlations (p<0.05). N=26 flies, 143 odor presentations.  
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negative or positive correlations localized to the diagonal of the matrix. Within the odor plume, 

however, this relationship weakened and the DANs instead became correlated with the heading of 

an animal. Interestingly, the activity of all DAN subsets was significantly correlated with the future 

heading of an animal throughout the odor stimulation epoch, up to 8 seconds forward in time, 

suggesting that they carry predictive information about ensuing odor-tracking behavior. This 

anticipatory activity depended on the presence of the olfactory cue and was not apparent in the 

cross-correlations calculated for periods preceding or following odor stimulation when animals 

walked in clean air (Figure 3.9B).  

 

 One possible explanation for this anticipatory activity is that when animals initiate upwind 

tracking, they maintain an invariant trajectory throughout the end of the odor pulse. Indeed, 

calculating the autocorrelation of an animal’s heading revealed that its current heading was 

correlated with its future heading for up to 3 seconds in advance (Figure 3.10A).  However, this 

autocorrelation was similar in both clean air and odor, suggesting it reflects a general feature of 

how animals navigate when walking in this paradigm, and occurred over a narrower temporal 

window than the period over which DAN activity was predictive of odor tracking behavior (Figure 

3.10B).  

  

 To further explore the possibility that DAN activity carries prospective information about 

odor-tracking behavior, we worked with Adrienne Fairhall and Rich Pang to build a nested model 

that quantified how much the past, present, or future heading of an animal contributed to predicting 

DAN activity in the initial epoch of an odor response (seconds 1-4 of the odor stimulus) (Figure 

3.11A). While the heading of a fly prior to odor onset had a negligible contribution to DAN  
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Figure 3.10 | Anticipatory Dopaminergic Activity Is Only Present in the Odor Plume and 

Cannot be Accounted for by the Correlation Between Present and Future Heading. (A) 

Auto cross-correlation matrix of forward velocity (left) and |heading| (right) before and during 

odor presentation (same time period as in Figure 3.9A). (B) DAN activity is anticipatory of 

animal orientation during odor presentation. Cross correlation matrix of |heading| and γ DAN 

activity during odor presentation (same data as right upper quadrant of Figure 3.9A, right). Auto 

cross-correlation of heading (left, same data as right upper quadrant of (A)) does not contain 

same predictive capabilities. Colored points indicate statistically significant correlations 

(p<0.05). N=26 flies, 143 odor presentations. 
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Figure 3.11 | A Nested Linear Model Demonstrates That Dopaminergic Neurons Encode 

Orientation in an Odor Plume and Anticipate Future Tracking. A nested linear model 

predicts γ DAN activity during the initial phase (t=1 to t=4) of odor presentation based on pre-

odor heading (t=-10 to t=0), initial Δforward velocity (t=1 to t=4), initial Δ|heading| (t=1 to 

t=4), and future Δ|heading| (t=7 to t=10). (A) Schematic of the nested linear model to predict 

initial odor responses in γ DANs. Predictors are added to the model stepwise and difference in 

explained variance computed using F-test. (B) Additional variance in γ DAN activity explained 

by the nested linear model with the stepwise addition of each predictor. Colored lines represent 

model predictions when true odor presentations are the model’s input. Black lines represent 

model predictions when a period of clean air presentation (10sec offset) are the model’s inputs. 

F-test, p<0.05 (*), p<0.01 (**). N=26 flies, 143 odor presentations.  
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activity, including the current heading of the animal significantly improved its ability to predict g4 

DAN activity. In contrast, the inclusion of future heading significantly improved the model’s 

performance for all three g DAN populations (Figure 3.11B). 

 

 Our data suggest that in the context of a sensory-driven behavior with an appreciable end-

goal, like odor tracking, the MB DANs appear to neither strictly represent the odor cue, nor the 

kinematics of movement, but rather reflect an animal’s behavioral response to the stimulus.  

 

 

3.6  Dopaminergic Neurons Correlate with Different Movements Depending 

 on an Animal’s Behavioral Context    

 

 We sought to test our hypothesis that MB DAN activity was related to the behavioral 

response to the stimulus by requiring animals to alter the actions necessary to track towards the 

fictive odor source. We reasoned that the relationship between DAN activity and upwind tracking 

should be maintained even if implemented through distinct motor programs. As noted earlier, 

within a laminar flow chamber a small fraction of flies were already walking upwind prior to odor 

onset and these animals responded to ACV, not by reorienting, but by simply increasing their 

forward velocity to walk faster in the upwind direction towards the odor source (Figure 3.1D). We 

therefore modified the parameters of the closed loop system to bias tethered animals to walk 

upwind even in clean air and replicate this distinct odor tracking strategy. High wind speeds are 

known to trigger anemotaxis in Drosophila435, so by increasing the airflow and restricting the air 

tube’s movements to an 180° arc in front of the fly, we found that the animals walked upwind 
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almost continuously for several meters and responded to a pulse of ACV by maintaining their 

upwind trajectory and transiently increasing their forward velocity (Figure 3.12A). 

 

 Under these conditions, we observed a correlation between the magnitude of odor-evoked 

DAN activity and the net upwind displacement, similar to the relationship seen in the low airflow 

context (Figure 3.12B). An animal’s heading, however, was no longer the primary behavioral 

determinant of how far an animal walked upwind and was only weakly correlated with DAN 

activity (Figures 3.12B,C). Rather, in the high airflow context, g4 activity was strongly correlated 

with an animal’s forward velocity, the behavioral feature most relevant to odor tracking (Figures 

3.12B,C). In contrast, while animals tracking odors at lower wind speeds also occasionally 

modulated their forward velocity, it was neither correlated with an animal’s upwind displacement 

nor DAN activity in that context (Figures 3.7C,D). 

 

 We next analyzed how different behavioral parameters contribute to DAN activity as 

animals tracked in high wind flow.  Performing a cross-correlation analysis and building a nested 

model both reinforced that during odor presentation in the high airflow context DAN activity was 

predominantly correlated with forward velocity (Figure 3.13). While DAN activity was correlated 

with an animal’s current forward velocity in clean air across all conditions, this relationship was 

selectively strengthened in the presence of the odor stimulus in high airflow.  Furthermore, DAN 

activity now carried prospective information about an animal’s future forward velocity (Figures 

3.13A,B). Conversely, the current or future heading of an animal no longer meaningfully predicted 

DAN activity either within the odor plume or in clean air in this behavioral context (Figure 3.13C).   
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Figure 3.12 | Dopaminergic Neurons Correlate with Anemotaxically Relevant Movements. 

During continuous upwind walking, flies respond to ACV by increasing forward velocity and 

this behavior becomes emergently correlated with the γ DAN network. (A) Fictive 2D position 

(top two rows), |heading| (3rd row), forward velocity (4th row) and DAN>sytGCAMP6s activity 

(bottom row, ΔF/Fo) as a representative animal responds to odor in closed loop while 

experiencing high airflow. Top-most panel: Fictive 2D trajectory of representative animal 

during a five minute trial when the animal received one 60sec ACV presentation. Clean air 

presentation indicated in black and ACV presentation indicated in orange. 2nd panel: zoomed-

in depiction of above trajectory over 20sec period centered on ACV presentation (10sec prior 

to odor and 10sec during odor). 3rd panel: |heading| during above time window. 4th panel: 

forward velocity during above time window. Bottom panel: γ DAN ΔF/Fo before and during 

odor presentation (10sec prior to odor and 10sec during odor, same as above time window). Fo= 

average sytGCAMP6s activity from t=-10 to t=0 seconds before the onset of odor. (B) Under 

high flow conditions, upwind displacement in odor is determined by an animal’s forward 

velocity rather than orientation. Upwind displacement vs average Δ|heading| (left) and average 

Δforward velocity (right) during odor presentation. Points are color-coded by magnitude of 

average γ DAN ΔF/Fo in odor. Average γ DAN ΔF/Fo, average Δ|heading|, average Δforward 

velocity, and upwind displacement in odor are calculated as in Figure 3.7D. Pearson correlation 

coefficient (r) for the relationship between upwind displacement and Δ|heading| is r = -0.5744 

with p=0.0001. Pearson correlation coefficient (r) for the relationship between upwind 

displacement and Δforward velocity is r=0.7023 with p<0.00001. N=22 flies, 41 odor 

presentations. (C) γ4 DAN activity during odor presentation is correlated with upwind 

displacement and change in Δforward velocity but not absolute heading. Average γ DAN ΔF/Fo 

vs upwind displacement (left), Δ|heading| (middle), and Δforward velocity (right) during odor 

presentation under high flow conditions. Upwind displacement and ΔF/Fo are calculated as in 

Figure 3.7C. Pearson correlation coefficient (r) indicated where relationship is statistically 

significant (p<0.01 with Bonferroni correction). Fisher r-to-z transformation indicates 

significant differences in correlation coefficients for γ4-Δ|heading| and γ4-Δforward velocity 

relationship with z=6.65.N=22 flies, 41 odor presentations. 
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Figure 3.13 | Mushroom Body Dopaminergic Neurons Correlate with Forward Velocity 

in an Odor Plume in the High Airflow Context. (A) Cross correlation matrix between 

forward velocity (left) and |heading| (right) and γ DAN activity (as in Figure 3.9) as animals 

experience a high rate of airflow. Time window centered on odor presentation, depicting 10sec 

prior to odor and the 10sec during odor presentation. (B) Same as (A) except centered on a 

20sec epoch during which only clean air is presented to the animal (10sec offset from actual 

odor presentation). Colored points indicate statistically significant correlations (p<0.05). N=22 

flies, 41 odor presentations. (C) A nested linear model as in Figure 3.11A to predict γ DAN 

activity during the initial phase (t=1 to t=4) of odor presentation under high airflow conditions. 

Additional variance in γ DAN activity explained by the nested linear model with the addition 

of each predictor. Colored lines represent model predictions when true odor presentations are 

the model’s input. Black lines represent model predictions when period of clean air presentation 

(10sec offset) are the model’s inputs. F-test, p<0.05 (*), p<0.01 (**). 
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Thus in the context of distinct olfactory navigation strategies, different behaviors that achieve the 

same goal appear to be similarly represented by DAN activity. 

 

 In the presence of a high airflow, flies spent the majority of time tracking upwind, even in 

the absence of an odor, while in low airflow, this approach behavior is only observed in the 

presence of an appetitive odor. We reasoned that if DAN activity was related to movements 

associated with approach or tracking behavior, there may be a representation of the animal’s 

heading in clean air selectively in the high airflow context associated with animal’s turns to 

maintain their upwind trajectory. Indeed, whereas the linear filters predicting DAN activity from 

heading in low airflow conditions showed no representation of the animal’s orientation, when 

animals were engaged in extended bouts of anemotaxis in the presence of clean air alone, both g2 

and g4 appeared to reflect the fly’s immediate heading (Figure 3.14A). These data suggest that, 

across a range of different contexts, the DANs are consistently tuned to most relevant behavioral 

metric.    

 

3.7  Dopaminergic Neurons Correlate with Strength of Approach Behaviors  

 Independent of Odor Identity 

 

 Despite the fact that we recorded DAN activity in starved animals and ACV is an appetitive 

food odor, we nonetheless observed a number of trials when flies did not track upwind in the 

presence of this olfactory cue (Figures 3.7B-D). This is consistent with our observation that when 

freely moving animals in our behavioral chambers were presented with ACV, they did not all track 

upwind to the same extent, with some individuals not responding, continuing to walk crosswind,  
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Figure 3.14 | Dopaminergic Neurons Encode Orientation in Clean Air When Animals are 

Engaged in Upwind Tracking. (A) Linear filters predicting DAN activity (as in Figure 2.8A 

and Figure 3.5A) during bouts of continuous movement using |heading| centered on an eight 

second window as predictors ± 95% confidence interval for animals walking in closed loop 

experiencing high airflow and engaged in active tracking of the airstream (dark lines, N=22 

flies, 41 five minute trials) and animals experiencing low airflow and not attending to the 

movement of the airstream (light lines, N=20 animals, 32 five minute trials, same as Figure 

3.8B).  
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or even occasionally moving away from the odor (Figure 3.1). Thus even an appetitive odor does 

not appear to trigger invariant approach behaviors. Similarly, when we presented freely moving 

flies in our behavioral chamber with CO2, an aversive odor, we occasionally observed animals 

reorient and walk upwind towards the odor source (Figure 3.2C), suggesting that an aversive cue 

can sometimes produce approach behavior. Our findings suggest that the g4 DANs reflect the 

strength of an animal’s approach towards an olfactory cue, but not the cue itself, raising the 

possibility that these neurons should still respond even when animals tracked upwind towards an 

aversive odor. 

  

 To examine whether the relationships between DAN activity and behavioral responses to 

odor changed in the presence of an aversive stimulus, we repeated our previous protocol in the low 

airflow context but presented brief pulses of CO2 rather than ACV. As expected, flies were much 

less likely to track upwind to CO2 than to ACV, and the g4 DAN odor responses were significantly 

diminished overall (Figures 3.15A-C). However, on the rare occasions that a fly did reorient and 

walk towards the fictive odor source, g4 DAN activity increased and remained correlated with the 

animal’s change in heading within the odor plume (Figure 3.15D). These data further support that 

g4 DANs reflect an animal’s engagement in olfactory approach behavior, independent of the 

identity of the odor. 

 

 Together, our data suggest that in the context of a sensory-triggered behavior, like odor 

tracking, the MB DANs neither strictly represent the animal’s sensory experience, nor its physical 

movements, but rather reflect the strength or vigor of the behavioral response to the odor. We 

hypothesize that patterns of DAN activity are not encoding the specific physical actions of an  
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Figure 3.15 | Dopaminergic Neurons Correlate with Approach Behavior Regardless of 

Odor Identity. (A) Fictive 2D trajectories of representative tethered animal in closed loop 

being presented with ACV (left, orange) and CO2 (right, grey). (B) Animals have diminished 

behavioral responses to CO2 compared with ACV. Upwind displacement (left), average 

|heading| (middle), and average forward velocity (left) of tethered animals in closed loop during 

the presentation of ACV (black) and CO2 (grey). Paired t-test with Bonferroni correction, 

p<0.05 (*), p<0.001 (**). N=7 flies, 98 odor presentations (48 ACV and 50 CO2). (C) 

Dopaminergic neurons differentially respond to ACV and CO2. Paired t-test with Bonferroni 

correction, p<0.01 (*), p<0.001 (**). N=7 flies, 98 odor presentations (48 ACV and 50 CO2). 

(D) γ4 DAN responses to CO2 are still correlated with an animal’s reorientation behavior. 

Average γ DAN ΔF/Fo vs upwind displacement (left), Δ|heading| (middle), and Δforward 

velocity (right) during odor presentation. Upwind displacement normalized by average net 

motion during movement bouts. γ DAN ΔF/Fo is averaged over t=2 to t=10 sec after odor onset. 

Fo defined as in (Figure 3.7C and Figure 3.12C). Pearson correlation coefficient (r) indicated 

where relationship is statistically significant (p<0.00001 with Bonferroni correction). N=7 flies, 

98 odor presentations (48 ACV and 50 CO2).  
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animal, but rather are reflecting why an animal is performing a specific action or movement.   

DANs may therefore reflect the goal, purpose, or motivation underlying an animal’s movements. 

 

 

3.8  Discussion 

 

 Dopaminergic neurons innervating the mammalian striatum display heterogeneous patterns 

of activity and exhibit diverse sensory and motor correlates147,179,198,208,218,220,222,225,227. 

Understanding what features of an animal’s experience are encoded in the ongoing activity of 

dopaminergic networks is key to unraveling the computations they perform and how they 

coordinate downstream circuits to shape behavior. Our work reveals that the DANs innervating 

the g lobe of the MB bidirectionally signal reward and punishment to instruct learning, but they 

also contain detailed representations of the moment-by-moment movements of the animal. To gain 

insight into the nature of motor-related signals, we recorded from MB DANs as animals were 

actively engaged in sensory-triggered, purposive olfactory behaviors.  

 

 If the DANs strictly reflect the performance of a movement, then we expect those 

representations should be consistent regardless of the context in which they are executed. 

Alternatively, if the DANs were signaling the identity of a sensory stimulus, then their activity 

should be stereotypically linked to its presence or absence. Instead, we find that DAN activity 

reflects neither the precise kinematics nor the identity of an odor but the behavioral response to 

the odor. DAN activity, rather than passively denoting the presence of an appetitive food odor, 

appears to be contingent upon whether an animal engages in approach behavior and actively tracks 
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the stimulus. When behavioral tracking of the odor stimulus requires an animal to reorient, DAN 

activity correlates with its reorientations; when tracking requires an animal to instead increase its 

forward velocity, DAN activity correlates with its change in forward velocity. Furthermore, we 

observed a correlation with DAN activity and approach to an olfactory stimulus regardless of the 

identity of the odor itself. Our data suggest that the DANs are not simply correlated with the 

movements of the animal, but with the purpose or goal of a given movement. These observations 

invite speculation that the motor-related activity in DANs during spontaneous locomotion is 

likewise reflecting the purpose or motivation underlying specific movements. The non-stereotyped 

but tight temporal relationship between rapid changes in motor output and DAN activity supports 

a movement-tethered representation of motivation within certain MB dopaminergic pathways.    

 

 Although the activity of g2 and g3 DANs were able to anticipate future tracking behavior 

to some extent, anemotaxis appeared to be most robustly correlated with the g4 DANs. Consistent 

with our previous findings that movement only negligibly contributed to g5 DAN activity, neither 

the odor stimulus nor the behavioral response to it were apparent in this compartment (data not 

shown). These differences across the g DAN subpopulations further support our hypothesis that 

each compartment may communicate unique information, with g4, for instance, being especially 

relevant to avoidance or approach behaviors in the context of an airflow or odor and g5 being tuned 

to gustatory signals and food ingestion.   

 

 These observations reinforce the striking parallels we have noted between the mammalian 

dopaminergic system and the MB. Striatal dopamine is argued to reflect the animal’s underlying 

motivation to engage in a learned task and studies of mammalian dopaminergic pathways suggest 
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that these motivational signals promote and invigorate purposeful action147,156,213,214,222,374. A 

recent study reported that dopaminergic representations of movement reflect the animal’s 

expectation of a rewarding outcome resulting from its actions199. Similarly, the g DANs appear to 

encode the animal’s drive to track upwind in our closed loop system. These mammalian 

representations of expected reward from a given movement may be directly analogous to the motor 

signals we observe in the DANs that indicate the goal or purpose of an action.  

 

 Studies of mammalian dopaminergic networks have struggled to understand how the 

heterogeneous sensorimotor correlates exhibited by dopaminergic neurons relate to their role in 

controlling locomotion and signaling reinforcement to instruct learning147,160,215,216,218,220,227. 

Models have attempted to unify correlates of reward and movement in dopaminergic populations 

by describing motor signals as movement-specific RPEs or framing all dopaminergic activity as 

encoding an effort-to-value ratio144,147,208,222,436–438. It has proven difficult, however, to elucidate 

the links between motor-related activity, reinforcement and reward signals, and representations of 

task-related variables in an experimental paradigm within dopaminergic pathways160,199,227. 

Furthermore, it has been challenging to disentangle motor-related signals from reflections of other 

features of the animal’s experience while performing a task, such as choice147,148,160,227.  

 

 The simple, concise, and stereotyped organization of the MB, however, allows us to 

appreciate that the same discrete DAN pathways that signals appetitive sugar reward to instruct 

the formation of positive olfactory associations also correlate with rapid changes in an animal’s 

velocity and reflect the strength of real-time behavioral responses to odor. The MB therefore 

affords us the opportunity to specifically link reinforcement- and motor-related signals in the same 
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neural population, suggesting a fundamental connection between these variables within 

dopaminergic circuitry.   

 

 Multiplexed signals of movement and reward in mammalian striatal dopaminergic neurons 

may therefore be similar to the MB DANs and reflect the goal or motivation underlying a specific 

movement or action. This raises the possibility that representations of abstract, task-related 

variables reported in dopaminergic neurons innervating the basal ganglia and limbic structures, 

such as latency to initiate in a task, directional choice, and task engagement, may be intimately 

and fundamentally linked to the physical movements that make them manifest, thus bridging the 

gap between representations of movement and reward.  

 

 Our initial interest in examining DANs as animals walked in closed loop was to determine 

if the variability in the relationships between neural activity and behavior was due to a lack of 

sensory feedback generated by an animal’s movements. The variability between specific 

parameters of movement and DAN activity persisted even when flies were transitioned into a 

sensory-responsive, closed loop environment. Distinct patterns of DAN activity, however, did map 

on to subtle differences in locomotor behavior not apparent in animals walking with no sensory 

feedback and the capacity of the DANs to predict certain behaviors improved. As these movements 

were still spontaneous, we lack insight into the external and internal variables that may have 

triggered them and we therefore cannot confidently explain this phenomenon. We can, however, 

speculate in light of what we observed during odor tracking. If DANs are encoding the goal or 

purpose of a movement, then perhaps in closed loop actions have a more consistent purpose. In a 

sensory-unresponsive context, initiation of a forward movement may be performed with the same 
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intention as a subsequent turning movement later on in the trial, producing variability in the DAN-

behavior correlation. However, in closed loop, walking upwind or accelerating in the forward 

direction within a steady airflow is more likely to have the same ultimate goal within and across 

animals. For that reason, we may see increased coherence in how g4 correlates with forward 

velocity and why extreme differences in g2 and g4 activity appear to relate to different aspects of 

how animals initiate movement.  

   

 The dominance of motor-related signals in the odor responses of the DANs presents the 

possibility that even signals in these neurons that have been ascribed as sensory responses may 

actually be more closely related to the movement triggered by a sensory cue. It is easy to think of 

sugar reward or electric shock as passive sensory processes, but in reality they are accompanied 

by a series of motor actions that DANs may reflect instead of the sensory stimulus directly.  

 

 Thus far, all of our experiments have been observational, examining how patterns of neural 

activity correlate with behavior. This prompts the question of what role these neural correlates play 

in shaping behavior. Our finding that DANs are capable of anticipating a fly’s future actions 

suggests that DANs may be able to actively promote or invigorate a fly’s movements. In 

subsequent chapters we exogenously alter the activity of these populations using optogenetic 

reagents to determine what role they play in concurrent sensory-motivated behaviors.  

 

 In this chapter, we have described how DAN activity correlates with the contextually 

relevant movements of an animal as it performs a goal-oriented action. MB DANs have been 

implicated in a number of different motivated behaviors248–250,257–281 and it is unclear how DAN 
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representations of movement change when the internal motivational state of an animal is altered. 

In the next chapter, we explore how changing the satiety state of a fly affects behavioral and neural 

responses to olfactory stimuli.  
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Chapter 4 

 

 

Odor Responses of Dopaminergic Neurons in States of 

Hunger and Satiety 

 

 

4.1 Introduction  

 

 An animal’s behavior will vary significantly depending on its level of satiety, with hungry 

individuals being more motile, exploratory, and likely to engage in food foraging, while at the 

same time being less risk-averse29,30,57,276,439–443. Without the immediate and pressing drive to 

locate nutrients, sated individuals have the opportunity to engage in other behaviors, including 

predator avoidance, play, courtship, mating, and other social interactions444–453. Access to 

nutrients, however, is a constant requirement for all animals and just as hungry individuals are in 

need of finding new food sources, fed ones are incentivized to remain in close proximity to their 
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current, food-rich location. Indeed, organisms from diverse species will engage in local search 

behaviors after encountering a food source and during states of satiety to remain in contact with 

previously identified resources443,454–458. Therefore, animals at different levels of hunger and 

satiety will not only behave differently, they may perform different actions for similar reasons or 

they may perform physically similar movements with different underlying goals or motivations.    

 

 In addition to altering locomotor behavior, satiety level also changes how animals evaluate 

sensory stimuli, altering which elements of the environment are deemed rewarding and gating an 

animal’s capacity to learn and form associations25–32,459–461. It is not surprising, therefore, that 

dopaminergic pathways are modulated by satiety state and signaling from dopaminergic neurons 

affects foraging, local search, and other hunger-level-dependent behaviors461–469. It remains 

unclear, however, the extent to which differences in dopaminergic activity between hungry and 

fed individuals reflects altered locomotion or altered signaling of reward and reinforcement.   

 

 Multiple behaviors displayed by Drosophila are modulated by satiety state276. Starved flies 

will engage in robust foraging behavior while fed animals perform local search and are 

significantly less active427–431. The MB plays a critical role in controlling these food foraging 

behaviors and MB DAN activity is modulated by an animal’s satiety, in part through the expression 

of circulating neuromodulators and neuropeptides that reflect metabolic state273–276.  In addition, 

the perturbation of specific DAN subpopulations disrupts normal satiety-state-dependent 

responses to food and odor248,275,427. The degree to which differences in DAN responses to food 

odors in starved and fed animals reflects concurrent behavior is not known. Our data suggested 

that the MB DANs are encoding the goal or objective underlying sensory-triggered actions. We 
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were therefore interested in understanding how altering the fly’s internal drive or motivation to 

track towards an odor affected both behavioral and neural responses to odor.   

 

  

4.2  Satiety State Coordinately Influences Dopaminergic Neurons and 

 Behavior  

 

 To directly examine how changing an animal’s satiety state coordinately influenced DAN 

activity and behavior, we compared odor tracking in the low airflow context in flies fasted for 18-

24 hours before and after feeding them sucrose (Figure 4.1A). As observed in freely moving 

animals (Figures 3.2A,B) once fed, flies maintained a lower overall velocity and frequently failed 

to reorient and track upwind when presented with ACV (Figures 4.1B,C and Figure 4.2A).  DAN 

activity was correspondingly modulated, such that the attenuation in behavioral attraction after 

feeding was accompanied by a proportional reduction in g4 and an increase in g2 odor responses 

(Figures 4.2B,C). Interestingly, we observed that a significant correlation remained between an 

animal’s heading and g4 DAN activity within the odor plume in fed flies (Figure 4.2D), indicating 

that on occasions when a fed animal did reorient to walk upwind in the odor, g4 DANs respond, 

albeit more weakly and variably than in starved animals. Together, these data demonstrate that 

alterations in satiety state are reflected in coordinated changes to both the behavioral response to 

an odor and activity across the DAN network.  
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Figure 4.1 | Changing the Internal Drive to Track Odors by Feeding Animals Alters Both 

Behavioral and Dopaminergic Olfactory Responses. (A) Schematic of closed loop 

experimental paradigm (as in Figure 3.3A) with additional ability to feed animals a sucrose 

solution between trials. (B) Fictive 2D trajectories of representative tethered animal in closed 

loop before (top) and after (bottom) feeding animal 1 M sucrose. Clean air presentation 

indicated in black and ACV presentation indicated in orange. (C) Fictive 2D position and 

DAN>sytGCAMP6s activity from indicated odor presentations in (B) before (top) and after 

(bottom) sugar feeding. Analyses performed as in Figure 3.7B. 
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Figure 4.2 | Proportional Changes in Behavioral and Dopaminergic Olfactory Responses 

After Feeding. (A) Fed animals have diminished behavioral responses to ACV. Upwind 

displacement (left), average |heading| (middle), and average forward velocity (left) of tethered 

animals in closed loop during odor presentation before (black) and after (maroon) sugar feeding. 

Paired t-test with Bonferroni correction, p<0.01 (*). N=10 flies, 102 odor presentations (49 

before and 53 after sugar feeding). (B) Fed animals have altered dopaminergic responses to 

ACV. Paired t-test with Bonferroni correction, p<0.01 (*). N=10 flies, 102 odor presentations 

(49 before and 53 after sugar feeding). (C) Feeding animals sugar proportionally diminishes 

both behavioral and γ4 dopaminergic olfactory responses. Change in average upwind 

displacement vs change in average γ DANs ΔF/Fo during odor presentation after sugar feeding. 

Upwind displacement normalized as in Figure 3.7C. γ DAN ΔF/Fo is calculated as in Figure 

3.7C. Pearson correlation coefficient (r) indicated where relationship is statistically significant 

(p<0.01 with Bonferroni correction). N=10 flies, 102 odor presentations (49 before and 53 after 

sugar feeding). (D) In fed animals γ DAN odor responses are still correlated with an animal’s 

reorientation behavior. γ DAN ΔF/Fo, Δ|heading|, and Δforward velocity calculated as in Figure 

3.7C and Figure 3.12C. Pearson correlation coefficient (r) indicated where relationship is 

statistically significant (p<0.01 with Bonferroni correction). N=10 flies, 53 odor presentations. 
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4.3  Discussion  

 

 The behavior of the fruit fly is profoundly affected by the satiety state of the animal, with 

hungry flies and sated flies displaying differential responses to stimuli of multiple modalities and 

exhibiting global differences in activity and arousal levels275,276,427–431. Dopaminergic pathways in 

the MB have been shown to be sensitive to the satiety state of an animal and thereby regulate both 

appetitive learning and food seeking behavior274–276,427. Genetic evidence indicates that DANs 

express an array of receptors for NPF, insulin, allostatin and other neuropeptides and 

neuromodulators, suggesting that their activity patterns may be directly influenced by an animal’s 

metabolic needs276. This phenomenon has been attributed to dopaminergic tuning of KC-MBON 

synapses. Slowly varying neuropeptides and hormones act through dopamine to govern the 

configuration of MB circuitry, thereby gating MB odor responses in accordance with the 

requirements dictated by the animal’s broader nutritional demands275,276,427. Likewise, we observe 

that fed flies were behaviorally indifferent to an appetitive food odor and infrequently tracked 

towards the fictive odor source. By directly comparing DAN activity in individual animals before 

and after feeding, we reveal that satiety state does not alter the magnitude of movement-related 

signals in g lobe DANs (Figure 2.2D) and the reduced overall DAN activity was related to 

diminished overall level of locomotion. Indeed, the odor-evoked activity of g4 DANs was 

comparable on the rare trials in which sated animals tracked the odor stimulus with similar vigor 

as a hungry fly. These observations suggest that the modulation of MB DANs by satiety reflects 

the differences in behavior between hungry and fed animals, underscoring how an animal’s 

internal state is expressed through its actions. DAN activity therefore serves to bridge long-lasting 

states like hunger to the moment-by-moment actions of an animal. 
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Chapter 5 

 

 

Mushroom Body Dopaminergic Neurons Actively Shape 

Odor-Tracking Behavior 

 

 

5.1 Introduction  

 

 Dopamine’s dual role in directing learning and motivating and invigorating movement has 

long been the subject of debate and speculation. The existence of distinct subsets of dopaminergic 

neurons tuned to specific reinforcing sensory stimuli or locomotor variables suggests that 

segregated and specialized pathways may underlie different neural processes160,178,213,214. Recent 

recordings, however, reveal that individual midbrain DANs contain multiplexed representations 

in which the kinematics of movements and task related variables are encoded by the same neurons 

that respond to rewards220. Yet the utility of motor-related activity in reward-signaling 
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dopaminergic neurons remains unknown. While correlates of movement have been proposed to 

reflect an expectation of future reward and thereby mediate learning rather than alter concurrent 

behavior199, manipulation of dopaminergic neurons can affect task related behaviors in real-

time147. Connecting the heterogeneous patterns of dopaminergic activity, with their diverse sensory 

and motor correlates, to the ongoing behavior of an animal has proven challenging.  

 

 Like mammalian dopaminergic pathways, MB DANs that signal reinforcement and 

instruct learning also contain representations of the moment-by-moment movements of the animal. 

Our work suggests that these motor-related signals appear to reflect the goal of the behavior, which 

could subserve learning and/or actively promote and invigorate concurrent behavior. Previous 

studies have demonstrated that ongoing DAN activity erodes the expression of previously learned 

olfactory behaviors, with no apparent effect on acute locomotion362. We, however, observe that 

MB DAN activity is related to the underlying end-goal of a movement, such that perturbations of 

their activity may only be appreciable in the context of performing a motivated task. The powerful 

and well-developed genetic tools available in Drosophila enable specific control over the different 

DAN subsets, allowing us to test the role of the exact same neurons across different contexts.  

 

 In this chapter, I demonstrate that inhibition and activation of MB DANs diminishes and 

enhances odor approach behavior, respectively, suggesting that these populations are playing an 

active role in shaping real-time locomotion.  
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5.2  Inhibition of Dopaminergic Pathways Diminishes Odor Approach 

 

 To assess whether DAN activity actively shapes odor tracking, we used intersectional 

genetic drivers to selectively express the light-gated Cl- channel GtACR1470 in different subsets of 

DANs, allowing us to transiently inhibit them during odor tracking in freely moving animals 

(Figure 5.1A). Previous studies demonstrated that optogenetic perturbation of DANs during the 

presentation of an odor leads to altered levels of approach upon subsequent presentations of the 

odor356,471. To dissociate the acute effects of DANs from learning, each cohort of animals received 

only a single optogenetic perturbation and our analysis focused on comparing behavioral responses 

to odor before and during, but not after, optogenetic intervention.  

  

 The protocerebral anterior medial (PAM) DANs innervate four different compartments, 

including g4, and are sufficient to instruct appetitive olfactory memories348,471. Optogenetic 

inhibition of either this broader population of MB DANs or just the subset of DANs targeting the 

g4 compartment both suppressed the number of starved flies tracking upwind towards the odor 

source and dampened the speed with which they tracked (Figures 5.1B,C). In contrast, silencing 

the protocerebral posterior lateral (PPL) cluster of DANs, a subset of DANs that convey negative 

reinforcement to the MB during learning and includes those targeting the g2 compartment, had no 

effect on odor tracking behavior, highlighting the specificity of these behavioral deficits (Figure 

5.1C). Thus the ongoing activity of the PAM DANs and specifically the g4 DANs is required for 

the robust odor approach behaviors displayed in hungry animals.  
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Figure 5.1 | Optogenetic Inhibition of Mushroom Body Dopaminergic Neurons Diminishes 

Normal Upwind Approach to Appetitive Apple Cider Vinegar. Cohorts of freely moving 

animals in a behavioral chamber (as in Figures 3.1A-C) were presented with continuous clean 

airflow and a 1sec pulse of the appetitive food odor ACV. On designated trials, odor was paired 

with optogenetic inhibition (green light activating the light-gated Cl- channel GtACR1) of select 

subsets of MB DANs. (A) Schematic of experimental paradigm where designated odor 

presentations are paired with optogenetic inhibition of genetically identified DANs. (B) 

Average upwind displacement (left panel), proportion of animals walking upwind (middle 

panel), and upwind speed (right panel) of PAM DANs (MB042B) > GtACR1 animals during 

consecutive odor presentations. On designated trials, odor is paired with optogenetic inhibition 

of PAM DANs. Thick dark line and circle marks indicate average behavior ± 95% confidence 

interval. Thin transparent lines represent behaviors during individual trials. Light-paired trial 

indicated by green bar. (C) Average upwind displacement (top), proportion of animals walking 

upwind (middle), and upwind speed (bottom) during the four odor presentations preceding 

optogenetic inhibition compared with light-paired trials for the indicated genotypes. From left 

to right: PAM DANs (MB042B)>GtACR1 (N=63), PAM DANs (MB196B)>GtACR1 (N=49), 

γ4 DANs (MB312B)>GtACR1 (N=54), PPL DANs (MB504B)>GtACR1 (N=30), PAM DANs 

(MB042B)-gal4 parental controls (N=33), >GtACR1 parental controls (N=157), PAM DANs 

(MB042B)>GtACR1 (no odor, only air) (N=38), R16A06 (γ KCs)>GtACR1 (N=69). p<10-2 

(*), p<10-5 (**), p<10-10 (***), p<10-15 (****). 
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5.3  Activation of Dopaminergic Pathways Enhances Appetitive Approach 

 

 Given that fed flies exhibited already strongly attenuated olfactory tracking behavior and 

correspondingly weak DAN activity, we asked whether DAN activation was sufficient to 

invigorate their behavioral response and enhance odor tracking. We therefore expressed the light-

gated cation channel CsChrimson472 in the PAM subset of DANs to transiently activate them in 

the presence of an olfactory stimulus. Optogenetic stimulation of the PAM DANs increased the 

proportion of fed flies that tracked upwind towards an odor (Figure 5.2A). Interestingly, activation 

of PAM DANs with CsChrimson in the absence of odor promoted upwind tracking (Figure 5.2B), 

indicating that odor is not strictly required for the DANs to bias animals towards approach 

behaviors. Thus inhibition or activation of the PAM DANs is sufficient to bidirectionally modulate 

olfactory approach behaviors, suppressing the strong attraction of hungry animals or enhancing 

the apathetic behavior of fed flies.  

 

 

5.4  Kenyon Cells do not Modulate Approach Behaviors to the Same 

 Extent as Dopaminergic Neurons  

 

  Given that KCs serve as a major conduit for olfactory information to the MB, we next 

asked whether this population played any role in shaping acute locomotor behavior. Dopamine 

may be functioning at the KC-MBON synapse, altering the tonic input of KCs onto efferent 

pathways to drive approach or avoidance. To address this question, we expressed GtACR1 in the 

g KCs themselves and transiently inhibited their activity during odor presentation. Interestingly,  
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Figure 5.2 | Optogenetic Activation of Mushroom Body Dopaminergic Neurons Enhances 

Upwind Approach to Appetitive Apple Cider Vinegar and Clean Air. Cohorts of freely 

moving animals in a behavioral chamber (as in Figure 5.1) were presented with continuous 

clean airflow and a 1sec pulse of the appetitive food odor ACV. On designated trials, odor was 

paired with optogenetic excitation (red light activating the cation channel CsChrimson) of select 

subsets of MB DANs. (A) Average upwind displacement (top) and proportion of animals 

walking upwind (bottom) of PAM DANs (MB042B) > CsChrimson animals during consecutive 

odor presentations. Thick dark line and circle marks indicate average behavior ± 95% 

confidence interval. Thin transparent lines represent behaviors during individual trials. 

Activating light-paired trial indicated by red bar. Right panels: Average of above variables 

during the four odor presentations preceding optogenetic activation compared with light-paired 

trials in PAM DANs (MB042B) > CsChrimson animals (magenta) and >ChChrimson parental 

controls (black). Paired t-test with Bonferroni correction, p=4.4321×10-6 (*), p=1.5×10-7 (**). 

N=60. (B) Average upwind displacement (top) and proportion of animals walking upwind 

(bottom) of PAM DANs (MB042B) > CsChrimson animals during consecutive 10sec 

recordings of animals in an airflow with no odor presentation. Thick dark line and circle marks 

indicate average behavior ± 95% confidence interval. Thin transparent lines represent behaviors 

during individual trials. Activating light-paired trial indicated by red bar. Right panels: Average 

of above variables during the four trials preceding optogenetic activation compared with light-

paired trials in PAM DANs (MB042B) > CsChrimson animals (magenta) and >ChChrimson 

parental controls (black). Paired t-test with Bonferroni correction, p=3.7×10-6 (**), p=1.64×10-

10 (***), p=0.0027 (*). N=44. 
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we found that silencing g KCs in the presence of odor did not significantly alter the behavioral 

responses to odor (Figure 5.1C). This finding argues that real-time anemotaxis is independent of 

KC activity and that the influence of dopamine on approach behavior, even to an olfactory 

stimulus, is occurring beyond the KC-MBON synapse, potentially through direct connections 

between DANs and MBONs398,405.  

 

 

5.5  Mushroom Body Output Neuron Activity is Modulated by Movement    

 

 The MBONs are the only efferent pathways emanating from the MB. Representations of 

movement within DANs must be transmitted into changes in MBON activity in order for them to 

exert any influence on behavior. To assess if MBON activity, like DAN activity, is similarly 

affected by movement, we imaged the dendrites of the g3 MBONs expressing soluble GCaMP6s. 

During spontaneous walking, where the fly was presented with no overt sensory stimuli, we 

observed a robust anticorrelation between g3 MBON activity and locomotion onset (Figure 5.3), 

the reciprocal pattern of activity observed in g3 DANs during similar movements. These findings 

present the possibility that DANs are exerting tight temporal control over the ongoing activity of 

MBONs to shape and influence concurrent behavior. These data posit that dopamine may function 

by inhibiting MBONs. Optogenetic activation of the g4 MBON drives avoidance while activation 

of the g2 MBON promotes approach339. If DANs are directly synapsing onto MBONs, then an 

inhibitory connection would be predicted because their corresponding DANs are activated by 

appetitive and aversive stimuli, respectively. In addition, we observed that activation of the g4 
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DAN is correlated with and invigorates approach behavior (Figure 3.7 and Figure 5.2), 

corresponding to actions where the g4 MBON activity is presumably depressed339.  

 

 

5.6 Discussion  

 

 Here we show that the ongoing activity of a population of DANs that instruct learning plays 

an active role in shaping the fly’s concurrent behavior. While not precluding the role that baseline 

fluctuations in DANs may play in eroding memories362, these results highlight the fact that they 

are simultaneously involved in the real-time processes of promoting and invigorating movement 

to achieve a designated task. The diverse functionality of dopamine therefore need not rely on 

discrete and separate subpopulations to affect both current and future behavior.  

 

 While dopamine’s function in the formation of olfactory associations is localized to the 

KC-MBON synapse, we see that its ability to shape ongoing locomotion is independent of KC 

activity. This suggests that there may be alternative means for DANs to communicate with 

MBONs and modulate the net output of the MB. In accord with such a model, direct synaptic 

connections between DANs and MBONs have been observed in electron microscopy generated 

reconstruction of the MB lobes398,405, and ongoing experiments by another student in the lab, 

Andrew Siliciano, suggest DAN activity is directly translated to fluctuations in the MBONs. 

 

 We see that even brief manipulations of DAN activity can alter the immediate behavior of 

flies. Odor presentations following inhibition or activation were comparable to those preceding  
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Figure 5.3 | Mushroom Body Output Neuron Activity Reflects Ongoing Behavior. (A) 

Overlay of five individual flies’ net motion and γ3 MBON (MB083C) > GCaMP6s activity 

during spontaneous locomotion. (B) γ3 MBON activity during the initiation of movement. Top: 

average net motion ± 95% confidence interval as animals initiate sustained locomotion (≥3 sec) 

following a pause (≥2 sec). Middle: average activity of γ3 MBON activity aligned to changes 

movement onset ± 95%. MBON activity is z-score normalized over the five minute recording 

session. Bottom: heat map of z-score normalized γ3 MBON activity with each row representing 

MBON activity during a single instance of movement initiation. N=40 movements in 7 flies. 
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optogenetic perturbation, suggesting transient and acute effects of dopaminergic pathways. The 

DANs therefore appear poised to exert tight temporal control over the signals emanating from the 

MB to exert a dynamic influence on behavior. 
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Chapter 6 

 

 

Discussion and Future Directions 

 

 

6.1 Introduction  

 

 For my thesis I took advantage of the concise circuit architecture of the Drosophila MB to 

explore the nature of movement-related activity in a population of dopaminergic neurons that 

signal reinforcement and instruct the formation of olfactory associations. By recording from these 

populations during spontaneous and naturalistic locomotion I demonstrated that the ongoing 

activity of discrete subsets of DANs reflected specific aspects of movement, including rapid 

changes in velocity and transitions between different locomotor states.  
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 To gain insight into what facets of an animal’s experience were represented by these 

movement-related signals, I employed a closed loop virtual reality paradigm to observe animals as 

they performed goal-directed, sensory-triggered behaviors. Recording from the DANs as animals 

navigated within an odor plume revealed that their activity was contingent upon the strength or 

vigor with which an animal tracked upwind towards the fictive odor source. Moreover, in different 

experimental contexts where distinct motor actions were required to track the odor, DAN activity 

became emergently linked to the behavioral metric most relevant to the performance of olfactory 

navigation. Within the odor plume, DAN activity carried prospective information about an 

individual’s future actions. The satiety state of an animal coordinately altered dopaminergic 

activity and behavior, but when fed animals did approach an odor, subsets of DANs continued to 

correlate with the robustness of upwind tracking. Together, these observations suggest that the 

complex activity patterns of MB DANs represent neither purely sensory nor motor variables but 

rather correlate with the goal or motivation underlying an animal’s actions as it tracks an odor 

during a particular trial. 

 

 While motor signals have been previously observed in the MB DANs, they were believed 

to function as part the neuropil’s well-established role in olfactory learning, acting to erode 

previously formed associations362 or allowing an animal’s behavioral state to serve as a 

reinforcement cue itself351, altering future rather than concurrent behavior. Taking advantage of 

the powerful genetic tools available in the fly, I gained access to subsets of MB DANs to 

selectively express optogenetic reagents. I found that transient inhibition of DANs that are 

positively correlated with upwind tracking significantly diminished the normal approach responses 

to an appetitive olfactory cue. Conversely, activation of those same DANs enhanced upwind 
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tracking to odor and even drove anemotaxis in clean air. These findings suggest that ongoing 

activity of MB DANs that instruct learning also play an active role in shaping the concurrent 

behavior of the animal, biasing flies toward avoidance or approach behaviors in real-time.       

 

 

6.2 Understanding the Mushroom Body Dopaminergic Neuron – 

 Mushroom Body Output Neuron Network 

 

 While these studies offer a detailed description of how baseline fluctuations in DAN 

activity influence behavior, major questions persist and more work will be required to fully 

appreciate the MB’s role in controlling and coordinating locomotion and affecting other adaptive 

behaviors.  

 

  I focused exclusively on the four DAN subpopulations innervating the medial portion of 

the g lobe of the MB. Even within that restricted subset, we see heterogeneous representations of 

sensory stimuli and movement and only one of these subpopulations, the g4 DANs, appears to be 

consistently tuned to anemotaxic actions. The MB is comprised of an additional 11 

compartments256 that, in the context of learning, are differentially responsive to different 

reinforcements, such as nutritive sugar, sweet taste, and water, and instruct either short- or long- 

term memories with distinct learning rules334,336,350,352–355,363. Each DAN-MBON pair may relay 

distinct features of the animal’s experience, tuned to different behavioral contexts or sensory 

modalities. In future studies it will be interesting to examine all of the MB’s dopaminergic 
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pathways to reveal what sensorimotor variables are encoded in the activity of the different 

dopaminergic subpopulations.  

 

 While it is tempting to segregate the MB’s different compartments, assigning each one a 

set of associated variables and functions, ultimately it will be critical to conceive of the MB as a 

fundamentally unified structure whose various parts operate in concert. As my thesis and previous 

work from our lab and others351,398,400,405 emphasizes, the MB DANs exist as a functional network 

formed through rich interconnections between compartments. Studies of MBONs demonstrate that 

only a small fraction of them can bias approach or avoidance behaviors autonomously while 

activation of distinct combinations of MBONs have more profound effects on behavior339. Thus 

the heterogeneous DAN activity in different compartments is likely to be integrated by 

downstream neurons rather than forming parallel pathways operating independently, a possibility 

supported by the overlapping axonal projections of the MBONs256.  Variability in how individual 

DAN subsets represent sensorimotor variables over time may be due to their receiving flexible 

input from both discrete afferent channels and recurrent feedback from the MB itself, highlighting 

the importance of studying the MB as a functional unit. Future work to simultaneously record 

DAN activity across the entire MB and define the functional relationships between the different 

DAN compartments will therefore be critical. As my thesis work suggests, these recordings must 

be accomplished with minimal loss of temporal precision given that DANs are capable of signaling 

movements that occur over tens to hundreds of milliseconds, making it vital to capture the moment-

by-moment changes in neural activity to fully appreciate how they relate to equally rapid changes 

in behavior. New technologies that permit fast volumetric functional imaging of neural activity 

present exciting avenues of research that will accomplish this goal473. A detailed exploration of 
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how information is flowing through the entire MB will constrain our understanding of this 

neuropil’s broader role in shaping the fly’s behavior.  

 

 The above questions are already being addressed in part by efforts to develop a complete 

connectome of the Drosophila brain398,405. A fully mapped connectome will offer knowledge of 

which pathways feed into the MB DANs and detailed insight into the destination of efferent signals 

emanating from the MB. These anatomic studies will undoubtedly constrain models and illuminate 

which compartments and DAN-MBON pairs are capable of influencing which behaviors. While a 

connectome will establish the boundaries of these investigations, it will most likely not be the coda 

to examinations of the MB. As the study of neuromodulators has aptly demonstrated, connectomics 

is not destiny22–24, and an understanding of the functional connectivity of the MB will inevitably 

be required. Preliminary studies already illustrate that understanding the flow of information into 

and out of the MB will not be trivial. These networks appear to be highly recurrent, with MBONs 

directly and indirectly affecting the DANs and efferent pathways leading to other integrative 

centers like the fan-shaped body of the central complex whose output is also recurrent, functionally 

dynamic, and nebulously described256,351,357–359,474–477. Even a recent study that identified a 

functional connection between a MBON and a population of neurons in the lateral horn (LH), a 

brain region believed to mediate innate olfactory behaviors, found that these LH outputs fed back 

into MB associated neuropils innervated by the dendrites of DANs358. Although olfactory sensory 

input via KCs is the most well-characterized afferent signal into the MB, it is apparent that a wide 

array of both sensory and motor information flows into MB circuits, most likely through the DANs. 

Rather than a relay for learned olfactory responses, the MB appears to be an integrative nexus of 
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sensory and motor data, broadcasting signals throughout the brain to influence multiple aspects of 

the fly’s behavior. 

 

 Although a daunting task, understanding how the MB is functionally integrated into the fly 

brain will provide vital insight into how this structure flexibly influences a fly’s behavior over 

different time scales—in real-time while animals are engaged in decision making and navigation, 

over extended periods of time such as during sleep/wake cycles, or in the future through learning.  

 

 

6.3 The Mushroom Body Dopaminergic Neurons and Fly Behavior  

   

 The MB DANs appear to be capable of influencing a diverse set of adaptive behaviors248–

250,257–281. Examining their activity in only a single behavioral context may therefore obscure their 

broader functionality. Only by recording both spontaneous and sensory-motivated behaviors were 

we able to gain insight into which aspects of an animal’s experience are encoded by the g DANs. 

Future studies should take advantage of the fly’s rich behavioral repertoire to examine how the 

MB DANs dynamically reflect sensorimotor variables while the animal is engaged in different 

tasks and under different internal and external conditions. During my thesis I performed 

preliminary experiments with the help of Cheng Lyu in Gaby Maimon’s lab that suggest the DANs 

also reflect movements during flight and signal the onset or offset of flying bouts (data not shown), 

highlighting their context-dependent functionality and representations of movement.  
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 My thesis work focused on how MB DANs reflect goal-directed behaviors in the context 

of tracking an olfactory plume, but it will be exciting to learn how their activity relates to other 

motivated behaviors, such as courtship and predator escape. Our lab is currently improving the 

closed loop paradigm to allow the concentration of odor to vary depending on the position of the 

fly in a fictive virtual reality. This will add an additional dynamic layer to the fly’s environment 

and may allow us to more fully appreciate how the MB influences adaptive behavior.  

 

 While examining fly behavior within different contexts is critical, it will also be important 

to develop ways to precisely and accurately capture the fine features of movement. In this study, 

we relied on the relatively coarse metrics extracted from recording the rotation of the spherical 

treadmill. While we found neural correlates of parameters of movement such as forward and 

turning velocity, our experimental paradigm had no way to detect if other, more subtle motor 

actions, are represented in DAN activity. Recently, an unbiased, high-resolution monitoring and 

categorization of behavior in mice provided a detailed characterization and catalog of the motor 

repertoire displayed by a mouse that has facilitated insight into how striatal pathways differentially 

reflect specific movements146,478. Similarly, meticulous analyses of the gait of the fly has revealed 

the role of distinct pathways in specific motor actions479. Machine learning algorithms and 

emerging recording techniques will allow us to learn how the complexity and subtlety of a fly’s 

movements are reflected and modulated by the MB DANs480–482.  

 

 Representations of movement parameters in the MB DANs shift when animals are engaged 

in purposeful action. Similarly, there are profound differences in ongoing DAN activity in tethered 

flies suspended in midair compared to a tethered fly walking on a spherical treadmill. This 
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indicates that the broader experimental paradigm may have a large influence on DAN activity. In 

our experiments flies were able to walk with a regular gait and perform purposeful movements 

like anemotaxis, but they were still tethered, walked on an artificial foam surface, had their 

proboscis glued in place, and had their head cuticle removed. There is no way for us to appreciate 

the extent to which these experimental conditions influenced DAN activity or behavior. It will 

therefore be important for future investigations to develop ways to record from DANs in a 

minimally invasive manner to get as close to naturalistic locomotion as possible. Advances in 

three-photon microscopy and in vivo bioluminescence imaging of Ca2+ signaling offer exciting 

means to record from DANs in less intrusive and more ethologically realistic settings483–487. These 

new functional imaging techniques, coupled with the selective genetic access to neural populations 

of interest235–237, provide a powerful platform to establish links between neural activity and 

behavior.    

 

 

6.4 How Movement-Related Activity in Mushroom Body Dopaminergic 

 Neurons Affects Downstream Circuits  

 

 While my thesis focused on the question of which sensorimotor variables are encoded in 

DAN activity and how they alter behavior, it is also critical to understand how representations of 

movement by the DANs affect downstream neurons222. Within a single compartment, all the DANs 

appear to act in concert and convey similar information about the ongoing behavior of an animal. 

In the g4 compartment, we observe that the fluctuations in DAN activity during odor tracking 

resemble the phasic responses evoked by ingestion of a sugar reward. An important and exciting 
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remaining question for the future is how the downstream components of the MB circuitry 

differentiate between dopamine signals evoked by external reinforcements or arising from 

behavior. One possibility is that the ongoing dopamine release during odor tracking may engage 

the same synaptic plasticity mechanisms that drive memory formation, allowing both external 

reinforcements and the actions that predict them to similarly instruct learning. Indeed, dopamine 

release during ongoing behavior is proposed to regulate the strength of KC-MBON synapses such 

that the current circumstances of an animal can overwrite past associations351,362. Ongoing DAN 

activity may also serve to shape synaptic plasticity rules or gate an animal’s capacity to learn, 

restricting it to epochs when animals are aroused and motivated. Appetitive memory formation in 

the fly appears to be gated by satiety and can only be expressed in hungry animals, underscoring 

the tight interplay between motivational drives and learning274,400.  

 

 An alternative possibility is that DAN activity during ongoing behavior could contribute 

to acute modulation of the MB circuit through mechanisms that are distinct from associative 

plasticity. The MB’s position at the nexus of sensory circuits conveying odor signals and the 

efferent MBON pathways that bias behavior make it an ideal site for dopaminergic reinforcement 

to shape olfactory preferences during learning. However, there is substantial evidence for a role 

for the MB beyond olfactory learning257,263,272,275,281,361,427, suggesting dopamine may modulate 

MB circuits in distinct ways. A recent electron microscopy reconstruction of the MB lobes reveals 

the existence of direct DAN-MBON synapses, providing an alternative route for dopaminergic 

modulation that could act in parallel to presynaptic associative plasticity398,405. Such connections 

could allow different sensory modalities and movement variables to influence an animal’s 

concurrent behavior. If, for instance, output neurons from the LH are in fact feeding into DANs358 
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that are in turn having a direct effect on MBON activity, then the same dopamine signal could 

function in parallel to motivate real-time odor responses while concurrently modulating the KC-

MBON synapse to alter future olfactory-triggered behavior.   

 

 Moving forward, it will be critical to understand how ongoing DAN activity affects 

downstream MB pathways, specifically how movement-related activity in DANs is both 

propagated to MBONs and engages the MB’s learning machinery. My experiments recording from 

the g3 MBON suggest that like the DANs, the activity of MB efferent pathways are correlated with 

features of the animal’s locomotor behavior (Figure 5.3). Mechanistic insight into the functional 

link between DANs and MBONs, however, is still required. One potential approach is to perform 

dual functional imaging of DANs and MBONs expressing genetically encoded calcium indicators 

with non-overlapping emissions spectra371,488,489. Such studies could provide an understanding of 

the temporal relationship between DANs and MBONs, demonstrating that fluctuations in DAN 

activity are consistently linked with comparable changes in the MBONs. More informative, 

however, would be studies in which the activity of MBONs is monitored while DAN activity is 

perturbed. Optogenetic inhibition of DANs with GtACR1 or activation with CsChrimson while 

recording from specific MBONs would provide insight into how altering dopaminergic signaling 

affects MBONs in real-time. By performing the same experiments but recording instead from KCs, 

we could determine if dopamine is influencing MBONs directly or indirectly via their KC input.   

 

 A current student in the lab, Andrew Siliciano, is already beginning to examine the 

functional relationships between DANs and MBONs. In ex vivo experiments, he has found that 

when a dopamine receptor antagonist is injected directly into the lobes of the MB, GCaMP 
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signaling from MBONs increases, while no such change in KC activity is observed (data not 

shown). Likewise, Andrew has observed that optogenetic inhibition of DANs produces increases 

in the activity of the g4 MBON during tethered locomotion (data not shown). These preliminary 

studies support my findings suggesting that dopamine has an inhibitory effect on the g3 MBON 

and indicate that the ongoing level of activity in MBONs is influenced by dopamine, possibly 

directly and independently of KCs.  

 

 An additional experimental approach to investigate the functional links between DANs and 

MBONs is to examine the expression of dopamine receptors in the MBONs. Dopamine receptors 

are highly expressed in KCs where they have a well-established role in synaptic 

plasticity268,288,289,293,297,362,364,490,491. These receptors, however, also appear to be expressed in 

MBONs where they are necessary for certain adaptive behaviors427. Cell-type specific knock-down 

of dopamine receptors in the MBONs could help to elucidate how dopamine directly affects 

MBON activity during locomotion. The complement of dopamine receptors or their expression 

level may differ across the different MBONs such that some can only be affected by dopamine via 

their KC inputs while others may be directly sensitive to dopaminergic neuromodulation. Different 

dopamine receptors are linked to different downstream signaling pathways in KCs471,491 and they 

may likewise couple to distinct second messengers and signaling cascades in MBONs. Dopamine 

may therefore be able to exert differential effects on KCs and MBONs in a given compartment 

simultaneously or on different MBONs innervating different compartments.   

 

 Dopamine appears to have variable effects on its downstream partners within the MB lobes, 

presenting an especially challenging obstacle for future experiments aimed at understanding the 
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DANs’ functional relationship with both KCs and MBONs. In learning paradigms, shifting the 

timing of a dopamine signal relative to an odor presentation by only a few hundred milliseconds 

can engage different dopamine receptor signaling cascades in KC axons and have opposite effects 

on KC-MBON  plasticity471. If KCs are activated prior to DANs, the KC-MBON synapse is 

depressed, but if the temporal relationship is reversed such that DANs are activated before KCs, 

that same synapse becomes potentiated. The DAN-MBON synapses might exhibit similar 

temporal sensitivity, with dopamine dynamically modulating MBON activity depending on 

multiple different variables. For example, depending on the timing of KC inputs and locomotor 

fluctuations, different dopamine receptor pathways in the MBONs may be engaged. An alternative 

and exciting possibility is that the activity of other sub-circuits within the MB may regulate 

dopamine’s diverse and dynamic effects. In the mammalian striatum, cholinergic interneurons 

have been proposed to act as a switch, indicating to dopaminergic targets when changes in 

dopamine are signaling reward and when they related to movement222,492–494. Similarly, the 

GABAergic neuron APL and the peptidergic neuron DPM innervates broadly within the lobes and 

may alter how dopamine is received by the MBONs495–498. This will be an intriguing area of 

exploration, as insight into how the effect of dopamine on its downstream targets is controlled and 

coordinated will further our understanding of dopaminergic circuitry flexibility.  

 

 In addition, it will be important to explore how ongoing, movement-related activity in the 

DANs engages the learning machinery of the MB to drive the formation of associations. Dopamine 

can have profound effects on pre-synaptic KC responses through different dopamine receptor G-

protein-coupled signaling cascades. It will be interesting to investigate if motor-related activity in 

DANs can engage those same learning pathway. Preliminary experiments in our lab performed by 
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Andrew Siliciano suggest that during tethered locomotion, the concentration cyclic adenosine 

monophosphate (cAMP), a second messenger produced by the DopR1 dopamine receptor in KCs 

that underlies the plasticity at the KC-MBON synapse during associative learning291,292,499, 

covaries with changes in DAN activity (data not shown). Therefore as animals move and cause the 

level of dopamine in a given compartment to fluctuate, we see the molecular pathways that drive 

synaptic plasticity are being activated as they would be when an animal encounters a reinforcing 

sensory cue. These findings agree with previous reports that movement-related DAN activity can 

erode past memories362 and suggest that a fly’s actions themselves could serve as a reinforcement 

in the formation of olfactory associations.  

 

 Ongoing experiments into the functional interactions between DANs and their KC and 

MBON targets within a compartment will address the critical question of how the ongoing, 

movement-related fluctuations in DANs that we have characterized here ultimately affect an 

animal’s concurrent behavior. Such studies will uncover the circuit mechanism underlying our 

discovery that optogenetic perturbations of DAN activity reversibly tunes the vigor of behavioral 

tracking, suppressing the drive of hungry animals to track an appetitive food odor or inducing fed 

animals to track upwind, even in the absence of an olfactory stimulus. 
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6.5  The Mushroom Body as a Locus for Flexible Behaviors 

   

 Since the initial discovery that ablation of the Drosophilaf MB impaired the formation and 

expression of olfactory associations285, the structure has been primarily associated with the study 

of learning. As a model system, the MB has proven incredibly useful in the quest to understand 

the molecular and circuit mechanisms underlying how memories are created, consolidated, and 

stored within neural structures. Progress was achieved in part by a focus on examining the MB 

within the narrow context of associative learning paradigms and this emphasis did indeed generate 

useful models that help us understand the basic molecular processes and system properties that 

allow for experience-dependent plasticity in neural circuits234,256,286,298–301. The attention to 

learning, however, has also led to an under-appreciation of the MB’s functions in more general 

adaptive behaviors. Emerging evidence, including the work described in this thesis, indicates that 

the MB plays a far more expansive role in shaping the ongoing behavior of the fly, from decision 

making, to sleep and circadian rhythms, to control of movement248–250,257–281. While the non-

learning functions of the MB are becoming better appreciated, it is vital that this new awareness 

be accompanied by an understanding of the intimate relationships between different adaptive 

behaviors. My thesis work demonstrates that the very same neurons that drive synaptic plasticity 

to bias future behavioral responses to odor are playing an active role in coordinating odor-tracking 

in real-time. The neural processes underlying these behaviors are fundamentally connected within 

the DANs of the MB and we should strive to conceptualize them as inherently related phenomena.     
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6.6 Conservation of Dopaminergic Circuitry  

  

 Dopaminergic pathways coordinate and modulate ongoing movement but also signal 

reinforcement to instruct learning73,99–101. While reports have proposed the existence of 

anatomically segregated subpopulations dedicated to either motor control or learning213,214, 

individual dopaminergic neurons exhibit multiplexed representations of the animal’s movements 

and reinforcing sensory stimuli199,216,220.  As a further complication, dopaminergic pathways have 

been shown to correlate with more abstract variables such as engagement with a learned task or 

level of arousal147,148,156,160,227,410, making it difficult to determine to what extent their activity is 

movement-related or connected to the structure of a given experimental paradigm. The literature 

investigating dopaminergic pathways is rife with conflicting reports and mutually exclusive 

interpretations107,147,148,156,157,160,164,169,179,183,198–200,213–216,218,220,222,223,225–227,374,377,410,494, and there 

is little consensus as to how dopamine achieves its diverse functionality, the anatomic and 

functional logic of dopaminergic circuitry, the identify the variables encoded by dopaminergic 

neuron activity, and how ongoing dopaminergic activity affects downstream neural pathways to 

shape behavior.  

 

 In our study of only a subset of the ~120 MB DANs, we observe all of the complexity, 

heterogeneity, and variability of vertebrate dopaminergic systems recapitulated. Within the four 

subsets of DANs innervating the g lobe alone, representing fewer than 50 individual neurons, we 

observe pathways oriented to signaling the presence of rewarding sensory stimuli and pathways 

that exhibit multiplexed encoding of both reinforcing external cues and movement. We likewise 

observe representations of locomotor state lasting up to minutes, correlates of rapid changes in 
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movement occurring over hundreds of milliseconds, and reflections of goal-oriented behaviors. 

These striking parallels between mammalian and insect dopaminergic circuits, despite their 

separation by several hundred million years of evolutionary divergence, suggest that these are 

fundamental features of dopaminergic signaling. Studies in zebrafish have revealed that their 

diencephalic dopaminergic nuclei may be similarly organized into discrete subcircuits with unique 

sensorimotor correlates, further supporting a conserved logic of dopaminergic systems across 

evolution500. Recent recordings from the mammalian midbrain has likewise provided evidence that 

neurons encoding similar motor- and task-related variables are anatomically clustered220. Our 

emerging understanding of the organization of mammalian dopaminergic circuits makes the MB 

appear a striatum-in-miniature.   

 

 The coupling of reinforcement signals and locomotor representations in the same 

neuromodulatory system across such distantly related phyla argues for an inherent connection 

between them that could contribute to the diverse roles of dopamine. If dopaminergic neurons are 

signaling the intention or motivation of specific actions or the value of a given sensory stimulus, 

they would represent a bridge linking the immediate behavior of the animal to its broader 

environmental and internal context. By imbuing sensorimotor variables with context-dependent 

meaning, a motivational dopaminergic signal would allow the activity of a single neural population 

to both promote and invigorate movements in real-time and simultaneously bias future behavior 

through learning. The goal or motivation of our actions is therefore integral to how our brains 

control and coordinate our movements and our ongoing behavior influences how we evaluate 

sensory stimuli and assess our experiences.    
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6.7 Implications for Mammalian Dopaminergic Pathways 

 

 This correspondence of dopaminergic circuitry across evolution not only elucidates 

fundamental features of dopaminergic signaling pathways, it also allows for insights gained from 

the study of the MB to potentially impact our understanding of the larger and more complicated 

mammalian dopaminergic system. Representations of movement in mammalian dopaminergic 

neurons have been suggested to reflect an expectation of reward resulting from an action199. 

Contravening studies, however, have posited that models cannot adequately describe movement-

related activity in dopaminergic neurons as motor-associated RPEs alone227. It has been difficult 

to directly connect the multiplexed activity of dopaminergic neurons with their role in both 

learning and motor control. Like mammalian dopaminergic neurons, MB DANs reflect reward and 

contain detailed representations of movement, but the simple and organized architecture of the MB 

allows us to appreciate that the very same DANs that respond to reinforcing sensory stimuli also 

non-stereotypically encode forward velocity, are consistently correlated with purposeful, goal-

oriented behaviors in the context of an olfactory stimulus, and their inhibition or activation 

attenuates or enhances anemotaxis, respectively. These findings suggest that these DANs are 

encoding the motivation and purpose underlying specific motor actions and that their activity 

promotes and invigorates those same actions in real-time. These and future insights gained from 

the study of the fly may translatable to the mammalian system as well. The MB will therefore be 

a powerful platform to understand how dopaminergic pathways encode different variables and 

how their ongoing activity affects downstream circuits and behavior.       
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 One lesson immediately apparent from the study of the MB is the need to sample from 

midbrain dopaminergic neurons more extensively. Even within the MB’s limited dopaminergic 

populations we observe distinct subpopulations dedicated to specific facets of the animal’s 

experience and exhibiting non-equivalent representations of movement and sensory stimuli. 

Recent studies of the rodent striatum have made use of fiber photometry199 or fast-scan cyclic 

voltammetry147, which aggregates the activity of thousands of dopaminergic neurons together, or 

have used functional imaging214,220 and electrophysiological215,216 methods to record from 

individual dopaminergic neurons, where even capturing the activity from ~500 individual cells 

simultaneously accounts for less than 1% of the dopaminergic population. If, like the MB, the 

mammalian striatum is intricately innervated by many dopaminergic sub-pathways, each uniquely 

encoding different features of the animal’s ongoing movements and sensory environment, more 

comprehensive methods of recording from dopaminergic neurons will be required to gain a 

coherent understanding of the system.    

 

 An additional potential insight gained from the study of MB DANs is that the activity of 

dopaminergic pathways may be the product of both dedicated sensorimotor afferents and recurrent 

feedback from output circuits. Although the cortico-basal ganglia-thalmo-cortical loop is 

fundamentally conceived of as a recurrent circuit, the flow of information into the dopaminergic 

neurons is conspicuously ill-defined. Indeed, the inputs into mammalian dopamine neurons are 

poorly described but revealing the functional and possibly flexible balance between sensory, 

motor, and recurrent data integrated by dopaminergic neurons may be critical to understanding 

their heterogeneous and variable patterns of activity.     
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6.8 Motor Correlates Across the Brain  

 

 As our ability to record from neural populations in more naturalistic and ethologically 

relevant settings improves501, it is becoming increasingly clear that movement has a profound 

effect on the activity of neural circuits, even those not directly related to motor control241,380,393,502–

504. Neurons in the visual cortex, for example, also contain representations of the facial movements 

of a mouse505 and movement signals appear to be broadcast throughout the brain504,505. Given that 

the brain evolved from simple circuits dedicated to generating physical behavioral responses to 

sensory stimuli, it is not surprising to find locomotion at the foundation of diverse neural pathways. 

Multiplexed representations, like those seen in the striatal dopaminergic neurons, are therefore 

prevalent throughout the brain.  It is important to appreciate, however, that reinforcement and 

movement need not be linked a priori in dopaminergic neurons. Recent studies of the mammalian 

amygdala posit that orthogonal populations in this neuropil represent stress and anxiety caused by 

learned sensory cues versus those caused by location within an environment506. Neural circuits 

have the capacity to separately encode distinct variables, making the coupling of multiple different 

sensorimotor variables in dopaminergic pathways notable and potentially functionally relevant. 

The motor deficits resulting from lesions to dopaminergic pathways highlight the critical role that 

dopamine play in both representing and influencing ongoing movement and make determining 

what features of the animal’s experience are reflected in dopaminergic correlates of movement 

especially interesting and important. Moreover, the dopaminergic system may provide a template 

for understanding the nature and utility of motor-correlates in diverse neuropil across the brain.  
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6.9 The Study of Neuromodulatory Networks  

 

 The study of neuromodulators has profoundly impacted the way we think about how 

adaptive behaviors emerge from the flexible properties of neural circuits. The operation of 

neuromodulatory circuits themselves, however, are only beginning to be fully appreciated. It has 

proved challenging to decipher what features of the animal’s experience are encoded in the 

complex, heterogeneous, and variable patterns of activity displayed by these broadly and 

intricately innervating pathways. Moreover, these neuromodulatory neurons themselves appear to 

function dynamically and flexibly, begging the recursive question: who neuromodulates the 

neuromodulators? Gaining a coherent description of the flow of information through these 

pathways is critical for our understanding of both the physiological and pathological functioning 

of our brains. Great progress in the study of neuromodulators has been achieved through the use 

of simplified model systems that share conserved features with our own nervous system22–24. My 

thesis work presented here suggests a fundamental conservation in the architecture and 

organization of neuromodulatory circuits themselves between mammals and invertebrates. 

Hopefully, the MB can serve as a platform to dissect the functional operations of neuromodulatory 

pathways and shed light on how they coordinately shape the activity of downstream circuits and 

behavior.  
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Materials and Methods 

 

 

 

Fly Husbandry 

 

 Flies were maintained on conventional cornmeal-agar-molasses medium at 23-25°C and 

60-70% relative humidity under a 12 hour light/dark cycle. Animals were removed from food and 

placed in vials containing only a water-soaked KimWipe 12-24 hours before all tethered 

locomotion experiments. Flies for optogenetic experiments were grown on retinoid-free sugar-

and-yeast-based food medium507 in 24 hour darkness. 1-2 day old females were transferred to 

conventional food containing .4mM all-trans-Retinal (Sigma #R2500) and placed in the dark for 

24 hours. To food deprive the animals, they were subsequently removed from food and placed in 

empty vials containing only a KimWipe soaked in 2mL of .2mM all-trans-Retinal water placed in 

darkness for 12-18 hours prior to behavioral experiments.  

 

 

Fly Strains  

 

Strains and sources: 

UAS-sytGCaMP6s351. TH-Gal4508. DDC-Gal4509. MB247-DsRed347 (gift from Andre Fiala, 

University of Göttingen). UAS-GCaMP6f371. MB247-LexA510 (gift from Scott Waddell, 
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University of Oxford). LexAop-GCaMP6s (#53747) (Bloomington Stock Center). UAS-CD8-GFP 

(#32185) (Bloomington Stock Center). 20X-UAS-IVS-CsChrimson.mVenus-attP18471. UAS-

GtACR1470. 58E02-p65ADZp; 22E04-ZpGdbd [MB042B], 58E02-p65ADZp; 10G03-ZpGdbd 

[MB312B], 52H03-p65ADZp; TH-ZpGdbd [MB504B], 58E02-p65ADZp; 36B06-ZpGdbd 

[MB196B], 30G08-p65ADZp; 48B03-ZpGdbd [MB441B], 52G04-p65ADZp; 94B10-ZpGdbd 

[MB441B], 16A06-Gal4 (FlyLight, Janelia). 

 

Genotypes used by figure (with neuronal expression description): 

All experiments were performed using 3 day to 2 week old females. Unless noted below, all 

animals are of the genotype UAS-sytGCaMP6s, MB247(KCs)-DsRed; TH(DAN subset)-Gal4, 

DDC(DAN subset)-Gal4 

 

Figure 2.3B: 58E02(DAN subset)-p65ADZp/UAS-GCaMP6s; 10G03(DAN subset)-ZpGdbd 

Figure 2.9A: 30G08 (DAN subset)-p65ADZp/UAS-GCaMP6f; 48B03 (DAN subset)-ZpGdbd 

Figure 2.9B: 58E02 (DAN subset)-p65ADZp/UAS-GCaMP6f; 10G03 (DAN subset)-ZpGdbd 

Figure 2.9C: 30G08 (DAN subset)-p65ADZp/UAS-CD8-GFP; 48B03 (DAN subset)-ZpGdbd 

Figure 3.8A: MB247(KCs)-LexA/LexAOP-GCaMP6s 

Figure 5.1A: UAS-GtACR1; 58E02(DAN subset)-p65ADZp; 22E04(DAN subset)-ZpGdbd.  

Figure 5.1B: UAS-GtACR1; 58E02(DAN subset)-p65ADZp; 22E04(DAN subset)-ZpGdbd.  

UAS-GtACR1; 58E02(DAN subset)-p65ADZp; 36B06(DAN subset)-ZpGdbd.  

UAS-GtACR1; 58E02(DAN subset)-p65ADZp; 10G03(DAN subset)-ZpGdbd.  

UAS-GtACR1; 52H03(DAN subset)-p65ADZp; TH(DAN subset)-ZpGdbd.  

58E02(DAN subset)-p65ADZp; 22E04(DAN subset)-ZpGdbd. 
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UAS-GtACR1. 

UAS-GtACR1; 16A06(KC subset)-Gal4. 

Figure 5.2B: UAS-ChChrimson; 58E02(DAN subset)-p65ADZp; 22E04(DAN subset)-ZpGdbd. 

UAS-ChChrimson 

Figure 5.3: UAS-GcAMP6s; 52G04 (MBON subset)-p65ADZp; 94B10 (DAN subset)-ZpGdbd.  

 

 

Fly Tethering and Dissection 

 

 For in vivo imaging of neural activity flies were prepared as described previously369 with 

minor modifications. Briefly, 3 day to 2 week old females were temporarily anesthetized using 

CO2 (<30s) and tethered to a holder dish modified from that used in previous studies369. The fly 

was held in place with UV-curable glue (Loctite) applied to each eye and thorax and the proboscis 

was glued in an extended position to minimize movement during imaging. After a 30-minute to 2-

hour recovery period, the dish was then filled with external saline (108mM NaCl, 5mM KCl, 2mM 

CaCl2, 8.2mM MgCl2, 4mM NaHCO3, 1mM NaH2PO4, 5mM trehalose, 10mM sucrose, 5mM 

HEPES sodium salt, pH 7.5 with osmolarity adjusted to 275 mOsm) and the cuticle covering the 

dorsal portion of the head was removed. Muscle 16 and obstructing trachea were removed with 

care taken to keep the antennae and antennal nerves intact. 
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Two-Photon Functional Imaging 

 

 All functional imaging experiments were performed on an Ultima two-photon laser 

scanning microscope (Bruker Nanosystems) equipped with galvanometers driving a Chameleon 

Ultra II Ti:Sapphire laser. Emitted fluorescence was detected with either photomultiplier-tube or 

GaAsP photodiode (Hamamatsu) detectors. Images were acquired with an Olympus 40x, 0.8 

numerical aperture objective at 512 pixels × 512 pixels resolution. For fast-scanning volumetric 

imaging in vivo (Figure 2.3A), the laser was directed through an 8kHz resonant scanning 

galvonometer and the objective was controlled by a piezo-electric Zfocus. Z-planes were defined 

in order to visualize maximum number of g4 DAN soma (~50m). Ten planes were recorded with 

the entire volume imaged at a rate of 2-5Hz. 

 

 

Tethered Locomotion 

 

 A spherical treadmill was designed based on previous studies368,369. Briefly, a 6.35mm 

diameter ball was shaped from Last-A-Foam FR-4618 (General Plastics) by a steel concave file. 

The ball rested in an aluminum base with a concave hemisphere 6.75mm in diameter with a 1mm 

channel drilled through the bottom and connected to an airflow. The ball was recorded at 60-61 

fps using a Point Grey Firefly Camera with Infinity Lens (94mm focal length) focused on the ball 

while being illuminated by infrared LED lights. Ball rotation was calculated in real time using 

FicTrac software370 running on Ubuntu 12.04 on computers with processors with speeds of at least 

3GHz. 
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Electrophysiology  

 

 g3 DAN soma were targeted for patch recordings by fluorescence from expression of 

soluble CD8-GFP. Flies were tethered as above but after opening of the cuticle, brains were treated 

with 2mg/mL of collagenase (Sigma) in external saline for ~30sec to soften the perineural sheath 

and then washed with perfusion saline 3-5 times. The exposed neuropil was continuously perfused 

(~2-3 mL/min) with perfusion saline that was continuously bubbled with 95% O2/5% CO2 at a 

final pH of 7.3.  To gain access to soma, the sheath was broken by positive pressure from ejection 

of saline through a large bore broken electrode. Intracellular recordings were performed with fire-

polished patch electrodes (3-5MW) filled with internal saline (130mM potassium aspartate, 8mM 

KCl, .2mM MgCl2, 5mM Sucrose, 10mM HEPES pH 7.3, 10mM EGTA). Current traces were 

acquired in voltage-clamp mode using Multiclamp 700B amplifier, digitized at 10Hz and filtered 

at 1kHz. Spikes were counted and plotted using custom Matlab scripts.  

 

 

Closed loop arena 

 

 The heading of the fly, as calculated by FicTrac, was transmitted to an Arduino Mega via 

serial port. Custom Arduino code was used to translate heading into tube position controlled by 

motors described below.  

 

 The closed loop air-delivery system was custom designed using OnShape 

(www.onshape.com) and 3D printed using Visijet Crystal material at XHD resolution in a 
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3DSystems Projet 3510 HD Plus. O-ring OD and ID Gland surfaces were designed with excess 

material for printing then manually modified on a lathe for improved RMS [surface] finishing. 

360° tube rotation was driven by a bipolar stepper motor (Pololu item #1206) controlled through 

a A4988 Stepper Motor Driver Carrier (Pololu #2980) coupled by a Dust-Free Timing Belt XL 

Series, 1/4" Width (McMaster-Carr, 1679K121, Trade No. 130×L025) to the rotating tube system, 

which rotated mounted on an Ultra-Corrosion-Resistant Stainless Steel Ball Bearing (3/4" Shaft 

Diameter, 1-5/8" OD, Mcmaster-Carr 5908K19). Air channel was kept airtight using oil resistant 

o-rings (1/16 Fractional Width, Dash Number 020, Mcmaster-Carr 2418T126). Motor rotation was 

measured by a rotary encoder (CUI Inc., AMT10 Series) to correct for skipped steps.  

 

 

Odor stimulation and airflow  

 

 Odor stimulation was achieved by directing a continuous stream of either 100 mL/min or 

400mL/min (high airflow conditions, Figure 3.12-3.14) of clean air through a 2mm diameter tube 

made of Visijet Crystal material directed at the fly’s antenna. 10-20% of the total airstream was 

diverted through the headspace of a 500 mL glass bottle containing water. At a trigger, a custom-

built solenoid valve controller system redirected the odor stream from the water bottle to a bottle 

containing the odorant, Apple Cider Vinegar (ACV, Heinz). To present CO2 to tethered animals 

(Figure 3.15), an additional custom-built solenoid valve controller system was used to re-direct 

pressurized air containing 99% CO2 into the clean airstream while simultaneously shunting away 

the same proportion of the total airflow at a designated trigger.   
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Sugar Feeding 

 

 Flies were tethered for imaging and locomotion as described above and presented with 

nanoliter volumes of 1M sucrose via a Nanoject II Auto-Nanoliter Injector (Drummon, Cat. No. 

3-000-204) positioned with a motorized micromanipulator (Scientifica). Red food coloring was 

added to the sucrose and the fly abdomens were inspected after each experiment to confirm sucrose 

ingestion.  

  

 

Freely Moving Behavior and Optogenetic Perturbations 

 

 Fly chamber component pieces were cut from acrylic sheets using a laser cutter. The lid 

and base of each chamber were cut from transparent acrylic (Clear Cast Acrylic Sheet, 12" x 24" 

x 1/16", McMaster Carr). Two holes on opposite sides of the lid were tapped for 10-32 threaded 

Luer lock connectors. A single hole was cut in the base to allow flies to be loaded and unloaded. 

A spacer was cut from a 3-mm black scratch-resistant acrylic sheet (McMaster-Carr) with a central 

empty chamber (20 mm x 50 mm) flanked by two manifolds. Narrow channels were etched 

between the manifolds and central chamber using a low-power setting of the laser cutter. This 

permitted airflow between the chamber and the manifolds while confining flies within the 

chamber. The dimensions of the inside chamber were 20 mm x 50 mm x 3 mm. The base, spacer, 

and lid were glued together using acrylic solvent and the edges of the chamber were further sealed 

with epoxy (Devcon 5 Minute® Epoxy) to make them airtight. 10-32 Luer connectors were 

screwed into the top of the chamber and sealed around the edges with epoxy.  
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 Flies in chambers were assayed in a custom-built apparatus. Chambers were placed on a 

3mm thick white acrylic sheet suspended on aluminum posts above a 3x4 array of 530nm LEDs 

(Luxeon Rebel). LEDs were attached to metal heat sinks (Mouser #532-374624B32G), which were 

secured at 5cm intervals to a 30x30 cm aluminum wire cloth sheet (McMaster-Carr #9227T53). 

LEDs were driven by Recom Power RCD-24-0.70/W/X2 drivers, which were powered by a 

variable DC power supply. Infrared LED strips (940 nm, LED Lights World) attached to the wire 

cloth between the heat sinks provided back-illumination of the platform. A Firefly camera (Point 

Grey) was mounted in a central hole within an acrylic lid suspended 30cm above the platform on 

aluminum posts. Flies were recorded at 30 frames/second. Odor presentation and airflow were 

controlled using 3-way micro solenoid valves. A vacuum line was used to draw air into each 

chamber at a rate of 0.75-1 L/min/chamber. Two valves were used to control the direction of 

airflow, and additional valves were used to switch between clean air and different odors. Odorants 

were placed in glass bottles with lids containing two Luer connectors. One connector was attached 

to an odor inlet valve and the other was left open to allow room air to enter the bottle. By default, 

air entered the apparatus through a bottle containing distilled water. To deliver odor pulses, the 

solenoid valve to the water bottle was closed while simultaneously opening the valve to an odor 

bottle. The valves were then switched back to their resting position after the specified odor 

presentation interval. Valves were powered by a 12V DC power supply and switched on and off 

using VO14642AT solid state relays. Valve relays and LED drivers were controlled by the output 

pins of an Arduino running custom software that allowed for independent control of each 

component. Custom software written in C was used for data acquisition and instrument control 
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during individual trials of odor/light presentation. Python scripts were used to execute sequences 

of trials.  

 

 To present CO2 to freely moving animals, an additional valve system was built that instead 

of using a vacuum to pull air through a liquid containing bottle, pushed pressurized air through 

those same bottles. To prevent the build-up of pressure, air not being directed into the behavioral 

chambers was vented into the room. Valve relays and LED drivers were controlled by the output 

pins of an Arduino running custom software that allowed for independent control of each 

component. 

 

 Optogenetic inhibition and excitation were achieved using a 1-2 second illumination with 

either 520nm or 627nm LEDs. The intensity of light within each chamber during LED illumination 

was 20-40 µW/mm2.  

 

 

Image Processing 

  

 All image processing was done using FIJI/ImageJ (NIH). Compartment (DAN 

subpopulation)-specific activity was computed by averaging all fluorescent signal within a MB  g 

lobe compartment. Compartments were identified and defined manually. All DAN>sytGCaMP6s 

signals are normalized by MB247(KC)>dsRed fluorescence within the same ROI.  
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Data Analysis 

 

 Unless otherwise noted, all analyses and visualizations were performed using custom 

scripts in ImageJ and Matlab.  

 

 All representations, normalizations, and averaging of behavior and DAN activity were 

generated by custom Matlab scripts.  

 

 Behavioral variables of net motion, forward velocity, angular velocity, and lateral velocity 

were convoluted by the biexponential rise and decay function of GCaMP6s (rise t1/2=175ms and 

decay t1/2=550ms) or GCaMP6f (Figure 2.9, rise t1/2=50ms and decay t1/2=100ms) except in 

Figures 2.6, 2.8, 3.5B, 3.9, 3.10,3.11, 3.13, 3.14, where non-convoluted behavior was used. 

 

 The following built in matlab functions were used to calculate the designated variables in 

the designated figures: 

mnrval (probability of accurate walking state prediction; Figure 2.4B) 

corrcoef (Pearson correlation coefficient and associated p-value calculation; Figures 2.4D, 2.5A, 

2.6, 2.10C, 3.4A, 3.7C-E, 3.12B-C3.15D, 4.2C-D) 

kmeans (K-means clustering; Figure 2.2A, 2.3A) 

fitlm (fitting a linear model predicting forward velocity from g DAN activity. Figure 3.5B) 

 

 K-means clustering analysis (Figure 2.3B) was performed as follows: FIJI/ImageJ was 

used to mask areas outside the g lobe in recordings from DAN>sytGCaMP6s. The fluorescence 
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over time at each g lobe pixel (independent of its original location within the MB) was fed into the 

Matlab function kmeans, which assigned it a cluster designation. Pixel cluster designation was then 

mapped onto original pixel location and plotted.  

 

 Probability of accurate walking state prediction (Figure 2.4B) was calculated as follows: 

Custom Matlab scripts used manually identified cutoff values to perform an in silico identification 

of periods of walking and periods of not walking during trials of spontaneous movement. 

Walking/still designations were then manually verified. Animals that were not designated as being 

still for at least 20% of time points were discarded. All data from a single animal were concatenated 

and 20% of time points were randomly set aside (using Matlab function randperm) while the 

remaining 80% were used to train a multinomial logistic regression model (mnrval) to predict 

locomotor state from compartmentalized DAN activity. The model was then tested on the 

previously allocated 20% of time points. During testing, the model produced both a prediction of 

locomotor state and probability of accuracy. Predictions were compared with actual locomotor 

state and the probability of accuracy of correct predictions were averaged (with incorrect 

predictions assigned a value of zero).  This process was repeated 100 times for each animal and 

the mean probability of accuracy was averaged across all 100 repetitions.  

 

 Partial correlations for each pair-wise combination of g DANs (Figure 2.10B) were 

generated using python scripts that subtracted out exiting correlations between each g DAN and 

parameters of movement (net motion, forward velocity, turning velocity, and lateral velocity) and 

the activity of other g DANs and then calculating the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) for the 

residual DAN signals. 
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 Instances of movement initiation (Figures 2.4C,D, 2.5, 2.6, 2.9A, 3.4) were identified in 

silico with custom Matlab scripts that used a manually set cutoff to find inflection points in net 

motion after a prolonged pauses (≥2sec) followed by sustained movement (≥3sec).  

 

 Principal component analysis (PCA) of behavioral variables during the onset of movement 

(Figure 2.6) was performed on net motion, forward velocity, turning velocity, and |lateral velocity| 

across a 4 second time window centered on instants of movement initiation (4 variables × 4sec 

time window × 10Hz sampling = 160 initial variables per start). All behaviors were z-score 

normalized over the 4sec window. 

 

 Linear filters (Figures 2.8, 3.5A, 3.8B, 3.14) were generated by custom python code that 

fit using standardized linear regression in which the least squared error between all true and 

predicted output was minimized to identify best-fit filters.  

 

 Cross correlation matrices (Figures 3.9, 3.13A,B) were generated using custom built 

python scripts calculating and plotting the Pearson’s correlation coefficient of between DAN 

activity and behavior at each timepoint in a 20 second window. 

 

 The nested model analysis (Figures 3.11, 3.13C) used linear models, with significant levels 

for the increase in variance explained as stepwise predictors were added computed using an F-test. 

Models were generated using custom written python scripts. 
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Statistical analysis 

 

All statistical analyses were performed using built in Matlab functions unless otherwise noted.  

 

One-way ANOVA: anova1 (Figures 2.2C,D, 2.4B, 2.10B, 3.8A) 

 

2-tailed paired t-tests with Holm-Bonferroni post-hoc correction: ttest (Figures 2.8D, 3.2B,D, 

3.6C, 3.15B,C, 4.2A,B, 5.1C, 5.2) 

  

2-tailed t-tests for Pearson correlation coefficients with Holm-Bonferroni post-hoc correction: 

corrcoef (Figures 2.5A, 2.6C,D, 2.10C, 3.7C-E, 3.12B,C, 3.15D, 4.2C,D)  

 

Figures and Illustrations 

 

All schematics and illustrations were generated using Adobe® Illustrator® CS6, Version 16.0.0. 

 

All figures were made using Adobe® Illustrator® CS6, Version 16.0.0. 
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